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E DI T ORI AL
It has been suggested 
that rock'n’roll press began 
in the mid sixties with the 
HIT PARADER which was a 
comi c book like pulp 
magazine edited by Jim 
Delahunt. It was forgotten 
after 1967/8 when the era of 
ROLLING STONE hit. HIT 
PARADER used to print the 
lyrics to songs and articles 
on musicians and their 
influences and 'was very much 
a period piece chronicling 
early 60's American rock'n’ 
roll. 1966 saw CRAWDADDY 
begin. its early format was 
that of a fanzine with 
mimeographed sheets stapled 
together. From these early 
efforts developed hundreds 
of zines devoted to rock’n' 
rolI and its off shoots - 
some of them glossy, others 
run off by hand, and all 
being more or less dependant 
on the music business.
Australia’s main 
publications are obviously 
RAM, JUKE and the back 4 or 
5 pages of ROLLING STONE.
The rest are regional fanzines 
fanzines like FAD, RAT,
SPURT, COMPLETE CONTROL and 
PULP. Adelaide specifically 
had YOUNG MODERN between 
1962 - 5 but nothing based 
here until ROADRUNNER.
In terms of mass 
circulation / audience 
magazines (thereby excluding 
fanzines) RAM, JUKE, ROLLING 
STONE, serve a definite 
function. The major purpose, 
and I suggest, failing, of 
these newsy rock’n’roll papers 
papers is that they serve to 
maintain the illusion that 
rock’n’roll exists independ­
ently of the forces around it. 
How many times have people 
written to NEW MUSICAL 
EXPRESS after the occasional 
anti National Front article.
saying "We Just wanna read 
about music, not politics" 
or "Keep yer politics for the 
the SOCIALIST WORKER"??
Other magazines criticise 
concert promotions and th'e 
fans say they’re just 
interested in the music and 
not the politics of the 
business. What this leads 
to is that ROADRUNNER seeks 
to be a Pop/Popular CULTURE 
magazine as opposed to a Pop 
MUSIC magazine. Future 
issues will focus on books, 
movies, rock’n’roll theory, 
and the usual gunk you know 
and love: record reviews, 
interviews and info on new 
bands - "ya pay yer money - 
yer take yer chances" some 
one once said!!!
It is important to place 
music within its context - 
that shouId be the 
predominant function of the 
rock’n’roI I press.
The 'Editor, the Accountants and friends.
’Roadrunner’, They were not heckling but
13 WaInhouse Street, having a good time as were
TORRENSVILLE 5031. the band. Did you bother to 
ask them? Ask the one
Dear Si r. called Drongo - he knows.
On behalf of the But you’re nearly right - 1
Libraries Board of South didn’t like them anyway. A
Australia 1 should like to band that cashes in on
thank you for sending the Stiffs material is not New
pub 1ication/s listed below. Wave - nor Is reggae or R&B.
to the State Library. 1 don’t wear Sex Pistols
Your co-operation in badges except one that 1 got
helping us to build up our in Sydney over a year ago
col lection of South Aust. when you were nobody but
material is greatly apprec- sti 1 1 moroser than ever.
iated and we look forward I’ve never heard of you as a
to receiving future issues ’rock writer’ - you should
as they are published. have heard of us. You’ve
Yours faithful 1y got the wrong idea - 1 like
Valmai A. Hankel good musicians as well as
Senior Reference Lib. bad ones, but not ex hippie
Roadrunner: Issues 1 & 2. posers - (if you can class 
us we can class you). Play 
ing in tune is good if all
To Sue Denim, members do it at the same
What qualifies you, a time - we don’t and don’t
NOTHING, to classify us with necessarily claim to - but
regard to your "Article" (?) we enjoy having fun. There
on Neon Heart in issue 3 of are no latest Sex Pistols
Roadrunner. The Tivoli gig badges cos the Pistols broke
was stronger than you thort. up in case you’re wondering.
First off - the Saturday The rest of the magazine was
Night Safety Pinners you good and 1 liked it a lot.
described ’heckling’ (1 Peace and love
thought hens did that) were Andy V. and Chuckie
not as described - they were Suicide for the ACCOUNTANTS.
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Well its that time of the 
month again when all you 
hipsters out there rush down 
to your local newsagents and 
grab your ROADRUNNER, throw 
30c at the bemused person 
behind the counter and with 
trembling hands open it to 
Page 4... Yes its 
MaIiciousmania time! Read 
on to find out what you 
missed out on last month and 
what you can look forward to
this month..................
Wei I, Riff Raff's Iittle 
jaunt to Melbourne seems to 
have blown up in their faces 
The only work they got over 
there was gigs they arranged 
themselves and I don't even 
know i f they got the record­
ing time promised them. Any 
way it'll be good to see 
them back...................
Emergency, now holding 
down a Thursday night 
residency at the Lord 
Melbourne, are all ex- 
Whyalla lads who got out of 
the Steel City when the 
Fraser gum't decided to 
block supply. They play 
about half original material 
and can vary in style from 
Jazz rock to reggae to rock.
Worth watch i ng.......... .
Adelaide's own reggae 
Rastamen Soka, are pulling 
'em in at the Waver ley Hotel 
on Thursday nights. 
Unfortunately, apart from 
the Carribean looking 
drummer who looks amazing & 
plays even better, it seems 
faintly ridiculous to hear 
whitey singing, and not even 
very well, about Jah, 
Babylon, and Zion. I can't
T S N I P P E T S
remember anything in the also due to the success of
bible about Australians the Ariel Aloha album from
being the lost tribes of the same concert...........
1 srae 1...................... The Boys Next Door are
"The First Records From currently recording their
Tomorrow" are Black Chrome's first album, and considering
(remember that dreadful adding a yet unable to be
'Anarchy in Adelaide' identified guitarist from
concert last year?) 'Aust- another hot shot Melbourne
ra1ia's God / We Are band........................
Tomorrow' and Bohdan (now 
lead singer with JAB')'s Young Charlatans have
'Time To Age / You Got Soul' replaced their original
Tomorrow is an Adelaide based guitarist Ian 'Ollie' Olsen,
based recording company and with John McKinnon who left
these records are available Two Way Garden recently....
by writing to Box 336, North Dave " love-him-or-hate-
Adelaide S.A. 5006. Price him" Warner spent most of
$1.50 (p.p. iciuded) or June in Melbourne playing at
calling in to MLS (Adelaide) least one gig every day.
or Archie & Jugheads (Melb.). Along with the Sports he
Mike Rudd's Instant must be the biggest crowd
Replay will hit the road in drawer in town..............
July, playing f i rst i n News disappeared during
Adelaide (see gig guide). the middle of last month to
The repertoire is Australian Tasmania where they toured
nostalgia, recalling Loved the campuses introducing
Ones, Easybeats, Party politico punk to the Apple
Machine and of course Ariel Isle........................
and Spectrum material, even New bands causing
a Tony Slavich song or two. interest around town in Melb
The band comprises Mike Rudd - Fiction, La Femme, and
Bill Putt, Mai Logan, Keith True WheeIs.................
Elliot and Pau1 Grant. Missing Link Records the
(JiIlian Burt will probably new label primarily
have to be restrained from concerned with documenting
trying to devote a whole Australian rock history -
issue of ROADRUNNER to the they have already released a
band)...................... Pelaco Brothers / Fabulous
The f i rst a 1 bum for
Nudes / Relaxed Mechanics / 
Autodrifters album), are
Daniel (as produced by Mike to release a Bleeding Hearts
Rudd), will be out mid July (who included Chris Worrel-
with a Steely Dan(ie1?)-ish Stiletto; Martin Armiger &
flavour. The second half Keith Shadwick- The High
of the Ariel farewell Rise Bombers; and Rick
concert is to be released Grossman- Parachute) album.
possibly entitled the Best One side wi11 be demo tracks
of the Rest, in mid July and the other a live
record i ng...................
Countdown edited out part 
of Devo's "Satisfaction" 
clip showing a baby putting 
a fork into a toaster after 
viewers complaints. After
all it is a FAMILY show....
The High Rise Bombers 
really knocked 'em dead on 
their recent Adelaide tour. 
'Best pub band in Australia' 
one prominent rock scribbler 
was heard to say (me).
rto-aii- '.ihH M
■bitit'h Ke i th
Shadwick enstsMseti^ 
i:h '«  +WIS—«Alii
While in Adelaide Keith 
laid down some poetry and 
solo Jazz sax for Donna 
Maegraith's SUV "Angry 
Penguins" programme (SUV 
Wednesday 10.IS p.m.) Very
interesting t'was too......
Adelaide got its first- 
pure punk rehearsal rooms 
last month when Beau from 
MLS opened up a warehouse in 
Currie Street, curiously 
enough right above the 
cellar that was once the 
Inferno. The Inferno used 
to play host to the Adelaide 
Blueswave bands of the 
sixties like, W.G.Berg, 
Bucket and the Adrian Lott
Blues Band..................
The Accountants' first 
public performance has been 
further delayed by the blown 
eardrum suffered by bassman 
Sid while palying for Filth 
on that bands notorious
gieneig reco rds— 
r t^ s s e t te  specid ists. _
Present this voucher at either 
of our stores and receive $1.00  
off any ONE full price LP or tape
^ii-uCC ii A-Lij :1 ,00 " OA-L'U. x-; li,
z.i.TlivUi-- AAxfu.-- - U'xjTI a
. V z A '
c u r
RECQRDBAR. iDURmH sT /  C/\SSETTESPECIALISTS jettv 8
RUM JUNGLE
make a triumphant return to the LORD MELBOURNE.
CROSSFIRE
Sydney’s superb innovative 
jazz-rock band 
June 30, Ju ly  1
N ow  resident at the Melbourne-. 
THURSDAY: Genestra 
SATURDAY(9 to 2): Clean Cut, 
Agalnug, Emergency.
LORD M ELBOURNE H O TEL
63 Melbourne St.. NORTH ADELAIDE
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S N I P P E T S  }
Adelaide gigs. There were 
amazing scenes at Murray 
Park C.A.E. when FiIth 
played. Billy, their lead 
guitarist smashed his only 
guirar to finish the set.
It was not a put on either 
he can't afford to buy 
another one. Filth have now
broken up..... .............
New bands to appear in 
Adelaide include The Warm 
Jets who are Peter Jo Ily, 
Michael Koczberski, Keith 
Newman (all ex-Elysium) and 
Christopher Coleman.- They 
feature a synthesiser and 
call their music Sauna Rock. 
Does that mean its hot and 
steamy boys???, and Middle 
Class who have jazzrock 
leanings and who feature SUV 
personality Simon Britton
among their members........
Smokestack Lightning 
proved on the SUV live to 
air broadcast that they are 
in transit between the Muddy 
Waters Flome For White Blues 
men to being the Dr. Feel­
good's of Brompton. The 
sound in the Union Hall was 
abysmal but the band LOOKED 
real good. They've got a 
female vocalist who sounds 
like Patti Smith. Festering 
Mick's mates were divided on 
her ability but I thought’ 
she projected herself well. 
Smokestack are currently in 
the process of hunting for
a new name..................
Festival have acquired 
the Australian rights to the 
Beserkley label (about time 
too). They will be 
releasing albums by Earth­
quake, Greg Kihn, the 
Rubinoos, Tyla Gang and the 
incomparable Jonothan Rich- 
man and the Modern Lovers. 
Maybe a I I you RR readers- 
will get the chance to hear 
JR & the ML's classic 
Roadrunner (once) now. Its 
the single that inspired our 
name. Also coming out are 
albums by XTC and Magazine 
two oi the best British band
's of the moment............
Last week in town two 
bands (Parachute and Young 
Modern) were performing the 
i I I fated Spare Change song 
"The Big Beat", will it be 
the Parachute single???? 
Personally I think Young 
Modern's version is much 
better. YM should release 
their version too and we'd 
see who wins the race up the 
chartz.
Dats all - Keep Festering.
FESTERING MICK MALICOUS
HIPPER THAN THOU ALEX
ROADRUNNER PLAYLIST 1. Power 1n The Darkness 
- TOM ROBINSON BAND
ALLAN 2. Darkness At The Edge Of
1. Young Americans --BOWIE Town - BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
2. Hitler Was A Vegetarian 
- THE RESIDENTS
3. Easter - PATTI SMITH
3. Easter - PATTI SMITH DONALD
4. Street Hassle - LOU REED 1. So you wanna be a rock'n' 
rolI star - the scream
STUART years of Oz Rock '64-'66
1. Darkness At The Edge Of 2. Hope & Anchor Front Row
Town - BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN Fest i vaI
2. Johansen - DAVID JOHANSEN 3. BURNING SPEAR Live
3. Young Americans - BOWIE 4. Darkness At The Edge Of
4. Street Hassle - LOU REED Town - BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
BRUCE
1. Wipeout - SURFARIS 5UV "Heart of Saturday Night
2. Satisfaction - RESIDENTS Top 5 Big Ones"
3. Harder They Come (Movie) 1 Little Hitler - NICK LOWE
4. YOUNG MODERN (live) 2 Train Song - ARIEL
5. PlayThe Beatles- CHIPMUNKS 3 Window - WARM JETS
C S S U E S >
When we last left you (in 
issue 2) the street musician 
of Adelaide had stood firm 
against the powers of legal 
evil, therby avoiding 
immediate arrest on the 
charge of "singing in a 
public place". Since then 
there have been four
summonses issued against 
Chris Aronsten, Mick Parker, 
Jeremy and myself. These 
charges were made the day of 
the big confrontation 
described in the previous 
issue.
So the pressure is still 
on, though the situation is 
now somewhat different.
With all of the media cover­
age of the situation, we now 
have much more tangible 
support. Chris Aronsten has 
gathered a bunch of stray 
musicians under the name of 
The Street Orchestra. Some 
of us have been into various 
aspects/of the music scene 
for years, and there are a 
few new talents who are 
finding strength in numbers. 
The repertoire is about 3/4 
Australian, mostly as yet 
unrecorded material. We 
have had one fair to poor 
night playing at Time Out 
where technical problems 
consumed everything. Danny 
has since joined us. He has 
a vast experience of musical 
skills including instrument
making and an inventive 
attitude toward the use of 
ampfIication. Mick Parker 
has a P.A. which he built 
himself out of packing cases 
and stray timber.
We now have about twenty 
people "on the bus". We did 
a show at the Box Factory 
where it looked like there 
was not going to be much 
audience attendance due to 
poor advertising . In the 
end we broke fairly even.
Two weeks later we had a 
ragingly successful night at 
the same venue with Redgum 
and Blind Eddie Amen and 
from there we embarcked on a 
short tour to WiIlunga. Mount 
Barker, Myponga and Victor 
Harbour.
We had been practising 
for over a month, the last 
week intensively. This 
included a few dress 
rehearsals in the mall on a 
Friday night or Saturday 
morning. One Friday night 
we all got booked again, 
about 15 of us including 
Chris' brother Len, just 
after Mikla handed him a 
tambourine - he was just 
watch i ng.
So far we have on Iy 
received summonses for the 
27th of June. Whether they 
are going to issue more for 
the times we have been book­
ed since remains to be seen.
If we plead not guilty (I 
will) the case will be 
adjourned, so there wi1 I 
probably not be any definite 
result until after that as 
yet unset date.
Another result of recent' 
events is the "Rundle Street 
Rag" The first issue of four 
pages is currently being 
distributed, very slowly, by 
me. Next issue will be 
twice as big.
For those who would wish 
to assist the street music 
cause, there is a more 
effective way than signing a 
petition and that is to 
write a letter to the town 
clerk or the premier. If 
they were presented together 
like petitions they would 
carry a lot of weight, 
especially in court. For 
this reason I request you 
send your letters via me:-
Dennis Aubrey
c/- P.O. Rundle Street
ADELAIDE 5000
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Holidays
in the Sun
”I saw an ad in the paper for the 
Snowy Mountains project in Australia.
I was 19 at the time and I pictured 
Australia as being a great land of 
opportunity, although I know there are 
a lot of very boring people there. 
Anyway, I filled in all the forms for 
the hydro project and sent them off, 
but by the time they all came back and 
I had to go and get a final medical, I 
had gone right off the idea."
Bi I iy Connolly is a Scottish 
comedian and an institution in 
Scotland, but as he recalled in his 
auto-biography, from which the above 
extract is taken, he could well have 
come to Australia and possibly never 
have been heard of again. Just a 
harmless Scottish nutter in a land of 
Ocker crazies.
However, after spending a day with 
him in his country home at the foot of 
the Scottish Highlands, a brisk 30 min 
drive from Glasgow, it's difficult to 
believe.he could sink without a trace 
no matter where he was domiciled. The 
"Big Yin" as he is known in Britain 
("yin" means one) is now one of 
Britain's most successful comedians, 
with the help of several albums, sold 
out concert tours and frequent 
television and radio appearances. He 
is also an outspoken supporter of the 
left in the U.K., hardly a fashion­
able feather in his cap these days, 
but one he is proud, to wear and ever 
ready to defend.
He also toured Australia for the 
first time last year and met with a 
mixed reception. However well he 
went down with audiences elsewhere, 
he invoked somewhat hostile 
elements when he performed in 
Brisbane, a reaction Connolly went to 
considerable lengths to try and under 
stand when we spoke. What transpired 
was that as he launched into his 
routines - which consist partly of 
various swipes at the vagaries of 
Scottish life - an element in the 
audience (possibly God fearing Scots 
who failed to see the funny side of 
his cracks) became extremely hostile, 
until finally the concert was halted 
while the offenders were removed from 
the hall. As Connolly himself 
describes it, it was a "desperate 
affair."
"The British press assumed that I 
died the death in Australia which just 
wasn't true and it hurts me. I died 
the death in Brisbane, there's no 
question, but all my other successes
everywhere went for nothing as far as 
the British Press was concerned. It 
was just bad press in Britain without 
anybody talking to me and getting my 
side of the story."
Connolly's side of the story was 
that after the "cretins" had been
removed he came back on and the crowd 
loved him, ending in a standing in a 
standing ovation. But the wound left 
by the Brisbane fiasco has cut deep 
into his normally unpenetrable ego.
He says he will not perform in 
Brisbane when he tours Australia again 
this year.
"The Brisbane thing I'll never 
understand. Usually my reaction is 
'right get me a week there and I'll go 
back and play on that and get the 
freaks to come and see me',but I don't 
want to go back because I was terribly 
hurt by that. It seemed planned to 
fuck me up and it worked." he assured 
me.
Connolly was born in Anderston, a 
Glasgow suburb, in 1942. At 15 he left 
school and became a bookshop messenger 
boy - before he was sacked. He then 
delivered bread, prior to starting an 
apprenticeship in Stephen's shipyard 
on the Clyde, where he spent eight 
years as a welder. He also spent a 
stint working on an oil rig off 
Biafra while the civi I war was then 
hotting up. On his return to Britain 
he started out as a solo folk perform 
er before going through various 
musical combinations such as Skillet 
bickers. The Acme Brush Company and 
the Humblebums, firstly with Tam 
Harvey then later with Gerry Rafferty 
now better known as the founder of 
Stealers Wheel with Joe Egan.
The demise of The Humblebums, which 
had originally started as a folk duo 
and ended with Rafferty concentrating 
on the music while Connolly became 
increasingly preoccupied with humour, 
paved the way for Connolly to shed his 
"folkie" image and take his first 
tenative steps towards becoming a 
national institution in Scotland on 
a scale that even Rod Stewart would
envy. By the end of 1974, Britain 
began sitting up and taking notice 
with his appearances on the Michael 
Parkinson BBC television chat show.
His albums notched gold, and his 
status was confirmed with a U.K. number 
one single D.I.V.O.R.C.E.,which was 
a parody of a Tammy Wynette song.
"Tammy Wynette, - I always thovight 
she was Roy Rogers in drag."
American country and western music has 
proved a rich source of parody for 
Connoly, despite the fact that he 
genuinely loves the medium.
"I found D.I.V.O.R.C.E. hysterically 
funny when I heard it, so I readjusted 
the words and, jesus Christ, it just 
took off. It was a glaring capitalist 
move. I knew it was going to be a 
huge success. Look, all the singles I've 
made I've never liked any of them 
basically, but I use them really to get 
my name on the radio." Typical Connolly 
candour. He continued by saying that 
country and western was an absolute 
godsend for comedians like himself.
"The ultimate rightwing fascist on 
record and it's just there to be 
ripped off," he says with obvious relish.
Fascist is a word that rolls off 
Connolly's tongue frequently, never 
more so than when we were discussing 
AustraIi a .
"Some of the finest people I've 
met in my life I met in Australia 
but the average Australian attitude 
I find fascist in the extreme. It's 
silly to say fascist, but I kept meeting 
people who asked me if I liked Australia 
and I'd reply 'yeah it's great' but 
then I would go on to say I didn't 
like this or I didn't like that,or 
I could never find an Indian 
resturant and they would say "well 
why don't you piss off home to your 
Pakistanis", i find that kind of crack 
offensive, particularly as most of them 
haven't even seen a Pakistani."
Did he think Australia was partic­
ularly racist then? "I think it's the 
ultimate racist country. It's got 
a nice wee plot of genocide going 
there. I think you've got the sneak­
iest colour bar in the world and 
nobody talks about it really.
Australians should be very thankful 
for South Africa grabbing the head­
lines. And they're terribly upset 
about their Vietnamese visitors 
aren't they? How do you guard a 
coastline of that size? How do you 
chase them back? Bloody chinks."
To Connolly Australia is a mass 
of contradictions in many ways. It 
both repels and fascinates him. To 
him^its weird shapes and landscapes 
and people. He likes visiting 
Australia he says because it's so 
foreign to everything he stands for 
and so there's a great freshness 
about it. While there was much that
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appealed to his sense of the absurd, 
he also detected a slight bitterness 
which disturbed him.
"People put tt down to Australians' 
insecurity, but 1 don't think so. 
People behave like vulgar pools 
winners' given half the chance. I 
also think Australians are piss- 
takers for a living, but after a 
while it starts to get awful boring. 
Taking the piss is great, but not 
every hour of the day."
Why did he see Australians as 
eternal piss-takers?
"It's just meeting guys in the 
street and they find it extremely 
difficult to talk to you straight 
without a fucking hook on it, 
without an angle."
But he believes all is not lost.
"I believe that Norman Gunston 
can save Australia. I think he's the 
only original thing that's ever 
happened here. He's Iike a breath 
of fresh air. And Barry Humphries 
is, of course so bloody original 
too. While Australia is producing 
people like that, then I think it's 
bound for glory. Gunston is a total 
original and I think that all the 
cynicism, and call it insecurity if 
you like, in Australia, will produce 
a totally original form of humour 
and Gunston is the first of them."
Connolly said he thought Gunston's 
humour would readily translate 
overseas because Monty Python broke 
down a lot of barriers in comedy in 
that its whole appeal was its 
absurdity. In just the same way, the 
sheer absurdity of Gunston and his 
attitudes would appeal.
"A hopeful fan once pushed a joke 
under the stage door before one of 
my shows started. "I^ve got a job 
c-ircume'Ls'Lng elephants; the pay's 
bad but the tbps are enormous!"
People have often compared him with 
Lenny Bruce, but Connolly immediately 
dismisses such comparisons, although 
one of his favourite stories concerns 
Bruce on stage in San Frcrncisco.
"A multitude of police in the 
audience are waiting to bust him 
for obscene language. So he gets 
up on the stage and explains to 
the audience that as the police 
are there, he’s going to use 
different words. When he wants 
to use a four letter word that 
starts with C and ends with T 
he'll say 'tulip'. And when he 
wants to use a word that starts 
with B and ends with D he'll say 
'rhododendron'. O.K.? He checks 
that everyone has got it - tulip, 
daffodil, rhododendron. Then he 
starts off: "Well, there was this 
Mexican cocksucker...."
The ribald comedian, whose 
material has been described as
■{ A U S T R A L I A  )-
ranging "from the merely scurrilous 
to the unashamedly scataIogicaI", 
iget out those dictionaries folks- 
ED.) has no wish to intrude on the 
path now trod by Peter Cook and 
Dudley Moore with their notorious 
Derek and Clive characters. It's 
not that he disapproves of their 
new direction, simply that no-one 
else could do Derek and Clive 
mater i a I.
"I've got a name check on their 
new album," he announced with glee. 
"They say that all they do in 
Scotland is fart and listen to 
Billy Connoly records. I'm so 
proud of that. When someone told 
me I was on their new album I 
was over the moon. I wake up at 
night laughing about it."
"I like the story about the 
judge coming back from the courts 
very late one night with vomit 
all down his jacket, all over his 
lapels and everything, the diced 
carrots, the lot. His wife asked 
him what happened to him:
"This drunken hooligan came 
up to me in the street and was 
sick all down my jacket. It was 
disgusting. But when he comes 
into court in front of me, I'm 
going to fine him 20 pounds and 
teach him a damn good lesson."
Comes back from court the next 
day and his wife brings him his 
sherry....
"You know that man you were 
going to fine 20 pounds for being 
sick all over your jacket?"
"Yes... "
"Well, you’d better fine him 
another 20 pounds - he’s shit all 
over your trousers!"
"Sometimes I'm a sick comedian 
sometimes a Scottish comedian or 
a hippie. I don't care. I tread a
very narrow line in Scotland. They 
were going to build statues to me, 
and now a lot of people are shocked 
and hurt by the things 1 say and 
do. They liked me when I talked 
about my childhood because they 
could relate to that, but a lot 
can't relate to my new humour, 
because they haven't seen or done 
a lot of the things my new material 
is about. It's now more American 
in style."
America, like Australia, holds 
a particular fascination for Connolly 
and one of the American experiences 
he relates helps to explain why 
he is increasingly turning his 
back on his once predominantly 
ethnic humour for the more 
devastating American kind.
"Johnny Carson had one of the 
Nixon men, Jeb Mag ruder, on his 
television chat show. For some 
reason he didn't have to go to 
jail until after Father’s Day 
although he 'd already been 
sentenced. Very odd. Johnny Carson 
was asking him how he felt about 
the whole Watergate affair. And 
then he sprang it on him:
"What do you think about 
homosexual rape?"
The guy had obviously never 
given it a moments thought, 
although it had been getting a 
lot of press in America, because 
of the White House men going to 
jail. The expression on hie face 
was unbelievable.....
"Err, I ... I haven’t thought 
about it very much." '
"Hadn’t you better start?"
How do you answer that? ***
ROSS STAPLETON
This is the first part of a two 
part interview with Billy Connolly.
The second part wi I I appear next 
month.
*** - indicates extracts taken 
from the Pan paperback "Billy 
Connolly - The Authorised Version"
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imusic co.jLi^ NEW OPENING HOURS Ph 2 9 3 1149 
9 a m — 9 p m  Mon—Fri 
9 a m — 5 p m  Sat 
1 p m — 3 p m  Sun
Where the 
big guitars 
hang out
If you don't ring us then you're not shopping aroundlll
Guitarist Review. STEVE W ILSON
BORN IN AUCKLAND,
NB¥ ZEALAND IN 1950, 
CHILDHOOD INFLUENCES 
INCLUDE BUDDY HOLLY. 
LITTLE RICHARD, 
ELVIS. PICKED UP 
GUITAR AT 16, VIA 
STONES ETC.'WENT TO 
A STRATOCASTER AT 17 
THEN A TELECASTER 
"ONE OP MY ALL TIME
FAVOURITE GUITARS". 
ROUND THIS TIME MET 
LES NEIL WHO "TURNED 
ME ON TO JERRY REED, 
LONNIE I-iACK, ETK?". 
AQUIRED A GIBSON 355 
IN 1970 AND STARTED 
PLAYING PROFESSION­
ALLY ONE YEAR LATER. 
HEARD JOHN COLTRANE 
AND JAI'iES BROWN PROM
SUPER SALE
iFIBSON — Adalaide A^ent
L.P. Deluxe *67 $695L.P. Deluxe *74 $695L.P. Deluxe '77 $780L.P. Cuatom *78 $990
«S 335 *7» $990L.P. Custom '78 $990
BS 345 Stereo '74 $850S.C. '72 $450L.P. Signature $580SI '78 $5303 Bass $495Ripper Bass $495G3 Bass $495Ripper $525
S3 335 '74 $750L6 S $595
MK53 $57554Q $550
HAGSTROM SWiSDISH GUITARwith 10-yr. guaranteeSwede Rot $630Swede Cherry $630D'Ac[uisto 2p/u 
D'Aquiato 2p/u 
D'Aquisto Ip/u D'Aqulato +p/u
$550
$595
$595
$595Jazz Baas $575HI IN $395Scandi map/neck $495Scandi Sunburst $495Scandi Cherry $495Natiiral Scandi $495J45 Acoustic $350B60 Acoustic $240
FSNDiKE
We import ourselves 
Telecaster '72 $425
Jazz Bass '74 $595Precision $500
Stratocaater '78 $795
Stratocaster '73 $500All new Famder geax discounted 
25^ for cash, or Lay-by purchases to 30/6/78
OTHBRSwe can get as many as you like 
Rickenbacker Bass $595Kramer 450 (Stanley Clarke) $895 B C Rich Guitar $995
Hayman Modular $550Guild Solid Body $495
SuzTiki Double Bass $430
ACCBSSORIBS Imported Sh\ire Mies 'MXR
Boss —  Roland 
p'Addairlo Strings 
Dimorzio Accessories 
Badass Bridges JBL Altec Gauss 
& Btone Speakers 
Tom Wheeler Guitar BKS
lessless
IffiSS
lessless
less
less
AMPLIFIBRSAmpeg VT 40 50 w. combo $595
Ampeg VT 22 100 w. combo $795 
Ampeg V4 Guitar 100 w. head $750 Ampeg 4 x 1 2 "  V4 cab. $395
Ampeg V6B 240 w, Bass head $75,0 
Ampeg 3VT 8 x 10" Bass cab. $700 
Ampeg G212 2 X 12" 130w. $700
ALSO IN STOCK
Fender Marshall huaieman Acoustic Yamaha at reduced prices
P^'iOUS AUCKLAND BASS 
PhAYER DAVE SHHPHERD 
AT 22 CAME ACROSS 
K. WOLPGRAI''iM "A 
BRILLIAÎ T̂ SINGER AND 
VIBIST WHO IS PRES­
ENTLY GETTING IT ON 
IN SYDNEY". THE NEXT 
FIVE YEARS WERE 
SPENT PLAYING IN AND 
AROUI'jD AUCKLAND WITH 
K GETTIN^MORE AND 
ixORE INTO BLACK 
MUSIC. DURING THIS 
PERIOD "I FLASHED 
ONTO THE MODAL THING- 
(THANKYOU HOWARD 
ROBERTS) WHICH I'M 
STILL TRYING TO ASS­
IMILATE". MIGRATED 
TO AUSTRALIA IN 1976 
AND STARVED IN MELB- 
OUimE, SYDNEY AND 
ADELAIDE. PLAYED AT 
VARIOUS GIGS AROUND 
ADELAIDE INCLUDING 
BOGARTE'S WITH PHIL­
IP RIGG "THE BEST 
FENDER BASSIST IN 
TOWN, Al\iD THE SECOND 
BEST IN UEENSLAND". 
"UP UNTIL .r e c e n t l y 
MOST OF MY EXPER­
IENCE HAS BEEN BACK­
ING UP SINGERS, 
PLAYING BEHIND SOME­
ONE , AL̂ D YOU HAVE TO 
LISTEN AI'ID SUPPORT 
THE TOP LINE INSTEAD 
OF.JUST WAITING FOR 
YOUR SOLO. IT'S BEEN 
VALUABLE TRAINING.
IN MY PRESENT BAND 
I'M PLAYING MORE 
LEAD LINES THAN I 
HAVE BEFORE".
4. "̂1 %
JOINED THE "PIP'S"
BAl'ID ABOUT FOUH 
MONTHS AGO, WITH .
MIKE WADE (PIAITO & 
GUITAli) RICHARD 
LEWIS (BASS) AND "MY 
GOOD FRIEM) AND 
STKHLIN" RUSCO LEMAN 
(RECENTLY xgMLACED 
BY LAURIE PRYOR). WE 
rL_-.Y ALL SORTS OF 
THINGS AND HAVE 
PLAYERS LlivE Gr AEIxE 
DAVIDGG AND MICK 
JURD. FAVOURITE 
PLAYERS INCLUDE B.B. 
KING, WES I'̂ ON'TGOi'iERY, 
OR "ANYONE WHO I 
HAPPEN TO BE ..LISTENING 
TO AT THE TIME'.' WO'ULD 
RATHER LISFEN TO 
HORN PLAYSRS; MILES 
DAVIS, JOtm COLTRANE 
AND CANNONBALL ADD- 
ERLEY.
1965 GIBSON.E.S. 335 
TDC "OLD FAITHFUL" 
FENDER TWIN REVERB 
WITH JBL KIZOS.GIj SON 
HEAVY PIX. D'ADDARIO 
LIGHT TOP-HEAVY 
BOTTOMS — supplied by 
DERRINGERS at a cut 
rate..................
THIS IS  YOUR COLUMN 
TO PLACE FREE ADDS 
PHONE PETE OR LYNN 
2931149 
9am -  9pm
Next Issue of ROADRUNNER 
there will be a review of 
Steve Goss - Pedal Steel 
player of Red Eye fame who 
is presently studying with
Australia's number 1 P.S. 
player Kenny Kitching. 
Something on Sam Lapira 
ex-guitarist with Lacarta 
will also appear.
DERRINGERS MUSIC 
67 LEADER STREET.
EORESTVILLE. 5035.
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Kl JMl Jr\UININCir\
V GNU WAVE
irving &
the u bombs
The night after 1 was Irving and 
the U Bomb-ed for the first time, 1 
saw the Suicide Records Package at the 
-;Ji|vo) i. As a passing comment, it 
m&:>th$t;G^^ essential 
€liffer#nco between the U Bombs and the 
more organised aspect of so caMed New 
Wave was fun.
The newest member, sax player Ian 
Thurmwaid sees It this way: "Thaf^s 
what the Nev̂  Wave is ali about, , If 
you're with Suicide you''re not New 
Wave. You've signed your life away., j 
You've got to do It yourself, have
Seeing Irving and Co. {Ian; Phil
v 'u.jIs ; I'ijl Tuxworih 
- guitar; Roy Frzlnger - guitar) at 
the Oelair Hotel, on a 6" high S foot 
square stage, one fee is that here are 
a band that actually look and act as 
though they are enjoying themselves. 
Thus in despite a $20 hired P.A-a that : 
squeals more than a stadium full of 
Leif Garrett fans, and despite the 
fact that Phil Cayzel was labouring' 
over a hot mixing desk and playing 
bass and singing.
StI11, fun Is the basis of the 0 
Bombs' music they're a band that . - 
does It all themselves with a minimum ; 
of image a‘nd posturing and maximum' . 
committment, not only to their musid 
but also to their audience. The way 
they play each song changes depending 
on the buzz the punters are getting 
out of it, so a very strong audience- 
musician bond is built up. One 
becomes actually a part of the 
creative process, it seems to me (and 
I'm sure that the band would agree) 
that this is the basic.I deal of the 
New Wave, return lo the 'streets, or 
whatever - involvement of the audience 
is fhe music and tholrabllity to 
identify w.i th, and commuh i cate - w 11 h , 
peopte who act and-think basically as
The band play a lot of punk music - 
Sex FNstols, the Clash, Damnod, 
Ramones,. Richard Hell etc. - but they 
don't place a lot of weight on the
"Basically we're a dgnee band, and 
what the lyrics are about .Isn't really 
relevant 'cos you can't hear them.
It's whether you can have a good time 
Jumping around and dancing. You don't 
have to be anybody from any'particufar 
part of 'soclofy to do that. You can 
just be a'person.you con be a U - 
Bomb i" ' ''
The history'of 1he band, though'' -- 
brief. Is a fairly Interesting oney - 
Pa-ui met Phil for' the first time In 
four ye?irs at-a Radio Bi rdrrah concert 
fast November, Phil's first-night back 
In Adelaide. He-was getting a band 
together tor-a friends show, and so he 
.asked Pi)if to join. They added Roy
rt e d f jcle a
;E^irving put us together," sa.fd Phlf., 
Why Irving and the U Bombs, I asked^ 
'’:We .were; toj;dvr';d't;i:|:̂
;Ph11; rep;i
U ;s
ipg rt Town
Hall, Blackwood Masonic Hail, North 
Adelaide, and-they have, at the; iirr,o 
of writing, a Thursday night "Free 
Rage - Concert" at the Beloir li-ntol 
ejch week. They have a I so .played ri.e 
Tivoli once, and were booked to play 
then twice in June until 1 he manage- 
P'Onf got scarec or anything thal is 
remotely punk, after tho "Filtn" 
(j'itiocle. Although Irving and tfie 
H [lomns and fhetr followers are in a 
compleiely different class froi!. them- 
Eastern States counterparts, and 
I tnought they are close to the best 
good time dance band in Adelaide, 
Sphere and the Tivoit Management want 
nothing to do with them •> someone 
then even described them to me as ."the 
worst sort of punks" - because they
At the moment fitey are taking 
things day by day and may drop fhe 
Beloir for a couple of weeks following 
the "filth" blow up in the media and 
an unfortunately narrow minded article 
by Penny Kearns In the News (8/6/78). 
The band were in Sydney for a week 
last month, and when I spoke to them 
they were unsure of the course of 
events. They took over a demo tape, . 
which was unfortunately not as 
successful as they would have wished. 
When fan'said that Sydney was divided 
largely into all orlgt-nal and best of 
Punk bands, Phil suggested "We can 
write some songs In the car on the way■ 
over, twenty songs InafI I n A & ' S  
(miming gultarf-st playing said chords 
¥. rapid & making suitable charming 
noises), we could do a 45 minute 
version of 'Louie,Louie' - don't laugh; 
they go ape over that in Sydney."
'It eventuated that the band played - 
at t b e 'Psychosurgoon's warehouse, with
the Professors, and at a local pub 
with X (described by Pulp as "the 
most'xen joyab I e band in the world.") 
Phil was impressed with the Sydney 
scene and the reaction to .the band, 
and hopes they will be able to return̂ , 
every few weekends. j||
At the moment, the band members, 
except ian, do not have their own 
equipment, except for a couple of 
acoustic guitars, so practising is 
expensive. This accounts for the 
'garage band' sound they create, 
sort of a primitive good time rock 
' ' >1i - a - door. A friend 
described them as "a garage band 
JAho are saving up to buy a garage.", 
but the lack of rehearsal also helps 
to keep the music flexible. The 
bands baste arrangements have room for 
musi'.t!| and iyrical irfut-D'/I .>.:fion, 
■.which not only keeps the bands 
interest up, but the punters return as
As Ian said, about his first 
Impressions "You've got the sound. 
.:When:-.l first saw you, I only saw one 
set and I was convinced., I Just 
knew."' He Joined the.band a couple 
of we--k-j> I a for, in early - - ' . . y .
The band seem to be reaching a 
It3rgc;lv' rniddi'^ clu-'s au.lionco, 
although they are playing music which 
i s d inod at unemp I oyed p.eoi' I •>. " 1 f' s 
p r o b d M y  because Bolair is -'o f.ir -.-way 
you need, a car to get there," observed 
Ian. "Also ijcH jir- ifsetf i . =■! reason­
able middfe-to-upper class type area," 
Phil added, "Also another thing that - 
influences that Is the. only people who 
can afford to buy records these days 
are people v^ho are working - public 
servants. They're the ones who are 
going to be more into it."
"You'd probably find that most 
working class people dig Led ZeppHn 
and the Eagles-more than Johnny Rotten 
say" tan replied. This is true, and 
although the U Bombs describe their 
sound as '78 pop, the music they play 
Is not the 'popular' music of today
Although the future Is a iittte 
uncertain at present, the band will 
be playing around -town at parties 
(some time this month with the 
Accountants and Darryl Breakaway and 
the Niggers, in a house next to a 
cemef-ery - "rock the night away and . 
wake the dead" says Ian), and hope to 
be renting a Warehouse loft with -fhe 
aforesaid groups, to practice and
\ f vie can just maintain the energy 
we won't have any problems," said Paul 
"And I can't see us losing the;;, enet gy" 
"Well the energy's getting hign^r ail 
î/he time" Phil added, "One day. we’1 1 
reach mass fission" said Ian. Be 
there! They ain't called the U Bombs 
for nuthin' kid." ' STEPHEN ROOERSON
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R A D I O
Both of Adelaide's commercial radio 
stations with a contemporary music 
programme, (that is rock, pop and the 
Bee Gees) make widespread use of the 
ever popular listener participation 
method known as talkback. It is 
renowned for its rating potential. 
Little wonder then that the prime time 
for adolescent listening, 7p.m. to 
11p.m., is the mainstay of talkback 
with hit line. It is certainly an 
interesting phenomena, the recipe for 
its success goes something like this - 
take one, young (preferably spunky!!) 
fast talking bright, effervescent disc 
jockey, mix liberally with top 40 
play list and plenty of commercials, 
fold in assorted,ado Iescent VOices 
(male and female), combine for several
hours to produce..... an inane mixture
of meaningless conversation with a 
disproportionate sprinkling of music. 
This recipe Is a sure success. Break 
fast show formats come and go but hit 
line remains the same. Ratings 
obviously speak volumes but one can't 
help but wonder if it is popular in 
spite of, not because of, itself.
It is surprising that despite the 
apparent aim at the adolescent 
audience that the majority of 
advertising during this time is 
directed at an adult market. There 
are commercials for licenced discos.
hit line
cutprice liquor, cars, boats, colour 
televisions and Banks as well as 
chewing gum and jeans shops. How many 
twelve year olds do you know with 
personal loans? Could it be that the 
aim of Hitline is to keep that radio 
blaring for as long as possible so 
that the real market, i.e. the people 
with the money can be reached or could 
it be that there is something wrong 
with the ratings?
That consideration aside, Hitiine 
is an insidious Media product and a 
disgrace to a business that claims to 
be in the communication field. Night 
after night the airwaves of Adelaide 
reverberate with the cheerios of 
countless pubescent punks, each one 
resulting in chain reactions of 
counter hellos and I'I I-seeyatamorrer.
The jocks have it all down to a 
fine art. They are masters of the 
tactful remark and gallant goodbye.
Its all habit though - every Steve, 
Tracey, Sue and Joe sound alike 
after a while, especially when they 
say the same things. Not once in 
several hundred hours of hit line that 
I have subjected myself to in the 
course of driving around Adelaide (its 
better than the trots) have I heard 
any topic of social significance or 
topical interest discussed. In this 
era of enquiries into childrens
FM
A meeting in Adelaide on Wednesday, 
June 21st, blazed the trail for what 
could be Adelaide's first genuine 
community / progressive music station 
- on stereo FM.
The meeting was called by the 
Community Broadcasting Association, 
formed several years ago on the wave 
of interest in public broadcasting 
created by the then Labor Government.
The CBA is now campaigning for one 
of three new radio licences up for 
allocation, wheich were advertised by 
the Federal Government on June 13th.
The Community Broadcasting Assoc­
iation is an umbrella group for a wide 
range of organisations keen to 
participate in the new station if It 
goes ahead. Since it includes people 
and groups vitally concerned with 
progressive music as well as with the 
community voice. It may emerge with a 
completely different name.
Of the three new licences, one is 
an AM (amplitude modulation) in the 
educational (E) category and will 
probably be allocated to SUV at the 
University of Adelaide. The other two 
are FM (Frequency Modulation) licences
in the special interest (S) category.
it is possible one of the FM 
licences will be converted to an AM 
licence ot cater for the thriving 
Ethnic Broadcasters Inc., which Is 
already straining the limited resource 
of SUV. The third licence however Is 
wide open.
The licence campaign will require 
tremendous support from everyone who's 
interested In the concept and who has 
energy and practical skills to give to 
the project, particularly sound 
engineers, broadcasting technicians 
and electronics freaks.
Once the project got off the ground 
it would require a commitment by 
volunteers who were willing to help 
run the station, raise funds, provide 
programming materl a I- etc. Ask anyone 
who's been involved In public broad­
casting in other states - its a huge 
task, but tremendously exciting never 
the less. And since the opportunity's 
there, lets take it!
If you wouId Ii ke to become 
involved, contact Ian Chance at the 
Media Resource Centre, Union Street, 
Adelaide,. Phone 223 1500.
television, film and literature I can 
see no reason why Radio should remain 
exempt from publicity and enquiry, 
particularly when it is part of a 
multi million dollar Industry that 
teenagers are a vital component of, 
the record industry.
The prevailing attitudes of the 
disc jockeys are those of male, middle 
class Australia where every other male 
is addressed as "mate" and females are 
chicks, personally addressed as "love" 
"sweetie" and "darling" and to whom 
kisses are sent smacking through the 
transmitters. They are well versed in 
current cliches and colloquialisms and 
make as much use as possible of their 
ability to distort the English 
language. Naturally their audience 
never complains and positively lap it 
up - how-secure for them to have their 
standards continually reinforced.
That's the point, surely the wider 
purpose of mass communication is to 
expand awareness and knowledge etc.etc.
It is naive for anyone to expect a 
business to ignore the money making 
tactics necessary for Its survival and 
profit. Yet, one could fairly expect 
a business which purports to function 
and exist by and for communication to 
give some consideration to doing that 
O.K. realistically we all know that 
its the bank account that matters 
most yet radio stations uphold 
specific moral standards and political 
inclinations while generally ignoring 
ethical standards. There is no doubt 
that the Disc Jockeys are sincere in 
their approach to their listeners but 
they are products of the machine that 
employs them and after all Disc 
Jockeys are not renowned as 
intellectuals and social reformers.
It is their job to trot out the 
congenial repetitive repartee that 
Hitline consists of, not to question 
the value of what they are qJoing.
Even if they did, when their survival 
depends on ratings, they aren't about 
to take any risks. They merely do
what is expected of them and they do 
it as we I I as they know how.
Naturally it is important for tnem 
to relate to their audience, 
alienation is not synonymous with 
success but there is no evidence 
of their initiating conversation 
beyond the banal. Could it be that 
it is all they are capable of? On 
the other hand it just might be 
that radio stations are smarter 
than we think by reinforcing and 
condoning existing attitudes and 
standards keeping intelligent 
dialogue off the air they are 
assuring themselves of an audience 
for daytime radio In years to come, 
who else would listen to it 
otherwise? SUE DENIM
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A film that has appeared in 
Adelaide recently (at the Cinema 78 
Film Festival - Chelsea Cinema) was El 
Topo (The Mole), the first commercial 
feature directed by Alexandro 
Jodorowsky. As an object it is 
extrordinary because of the reactions 
that it produces in its audiences, 
ranging from jumping up and rushing 
out after ten minutes to a bewildering 
half acceptance and understanding. In 
the interests of trying to 'clear the 
ether' the following conversation is 
presented. It consists of exerpts 
from a marathon interview which 
occurred in New York in 1970.
J: 1 think that if you want a
picture to change the world, you 
must first change the actors in the 
picture. And before doing that you 
must first change yourself. Right? 
This must be done. With every new 
picture I must change myself, I must 
kill myself, and I must be born. 1 
must kill the actors and they must be. 
born. And the audiences, the 
audiences who go to the movies must be 
assasinated, killed, destroyed, and 
they must leave the theatre as new 
people. This is a good picture.
I believe that the only end of all 
human activity - whether it be 
politics, art, science etc. is to find 
enlightenment. I ask of film what 
most North Americans ask of 
psychedeIic drugs. The psychedelic 
drug is not an end in itself but a way 
You can have other ways, like the Sufi 
way, the Yoga way, the artistic way.
We must use art - artistic activity - 
like a way. I pick up this white book 
of matches for example. I open it and 
see black matches. When I pick it up 
and open it I am a poet. If I am a 
poet I make poetry but if I am a 
politician, picking up the matchbook 
and opening it becomes a political act 
And it I am John Cage, it is music, a 
musical game. If I am a dancer, it is 
a dance...What matters is the way... 
what you are. If you are a poet every 
thing is poetry; if you are a 
politician, everything is politics.
Its the same thing with a different 
flavour.
I am a poet and I think that films 
should be made like poems. Some 
people make films like novels 
:Truffaut. Some make films like 
political essays : Goddard. Thats 
good. Some make films like 
metaphysical stories: Bergman. But I 
want to make poems. We can make 
poetry - must make poetry. Poetry 
meant for a poet audience. That too."
I: What other film makers make 
film an act of poetry?
J; "Erich von Stroheim. Buster Keaton. 
Keaton's films don't have good 
technique. You don't need good
Ellbpo
technique. In El Topo there were no 
effects. I filmed things as they were 
always with a strong light, mystery in 
broad daylight. I think that Odysseus 
was a great traveller. I want to 
travel the route of the Odyssey. I 
want to travel the route of Alexander.
I want to travel into the deepest 
areas of my being in order to reach 
enlightenment. Punto! OK thats the 
introduction Now shall we talk about 
the movie?"
I: You say that it is a journey
into the self. You told us when we 
met before that certain scenes and 
images in the film related to you 
personally. For example, it is your 
son in the first scene, and that is 
the first toy that you gave him.
J: "1 use concrete symbo I s i n every 
scene. Cultural symbols. I.E. the 
pole in the desert is the Tao symbol. 
Everything is a symbol. But symbolic 
expression has been forgotten because 
it is a metaphysical language. But 
metaphysical things can be expressed 
through symbols. The beauty of 
symbolic language is that it is a 
recepticle. If you are great the 
symbol grows and if you are small the 
symbol shrinks. This is El Topo .I 
think. if you are great El Topo is a 
great picture, if you are limited El 
Topo is limited. People see Jung, 
Reich or Voragine; or varying cultures 
because they have it within them... 
they can put it into the film. I 
th i nk th i s is good."
I: What about the four masters of 
the revolver?
J: "Through the Masters I show El 
Topo progressing from everything to 
nothingness. The house of the First 
Master is brick, very strong: the 
house of the Second Master is wooden. 
The Thirds is straw; the Fourth has no 
house. The First has two revolvers 
the second one with five bullets, the 
third one with one bullet and the 
Fourth no revolver. It's the same 
with the animals; a horse, a lion and 
non existant butterfly. It's like 
this through the whole story.
Every experience gives you a 
different kind of loneliness.
Loneliness in Greek civilisation is 
different from loneliness in Egyptian 
Civilisation. Different in Los
Angeles and New York. We can have 
something and at the same time know 
the loneliness of what, we have. So 
that when we love someone, we love 
that person's presence and absence at 
the same time. Because in everything 
that we have there is an infinity that 
we can't have. And thats what I'm 
searching for. In mathematics I 
studied the group theory. This says 
that there are many kinds of 
infinities. That's why I always say 
etc. etc. etc...We can never finish 
a theme because with each theme there 
is a universe that can not be 
exhausted. Thats why one should 
never write theories, or make films, 
with the intention of including 
everything . No book can encompass 
the universe. The Africans say 'Truth 
does not exist in a single head.' So 
we must look for groups of Truths.
One problem has infinite solutions. 
Marcel Duchamp said that there are no 
solutions becasue there are no 
problems. Beautiful. I Iike a I I 
solutions, I use them all at the same 
time. There is no contradicition in 
that. In this world the concept of 
contradiction exists if you walk down 
the street only seeing the present.
But if you travel by plane, there are 
no contradictions because you see 
many presents, pasts and futures at 
the same time.
Perhaps its just that people can't 
conceive of the idea that a persons 
life changes. All art and all theatre 
has accustomed us to think of our 
selves as Hamlet. You begin as Hamlet 
and die as Hamlet. Nothing changes.
So Hamlet is a schmuck. And whoever 
thinks like Hamlet has to die"like 
Hamlet. He doesn't die to be reborn. 
Do you understand? I think that a 
normal hero must die in his picture 
and begin a new life, as many times as 
he wants. Why, in a universe that is- 
being born each moment which is the 
same age as I am at this very moment - 
since it is continually being created, 
WHY, in this universe, should I Iive a 
life of BEING instead of one in the 
process of BECOMING? I want to be 
continually being born, like the 
Universe. If my body cells are dying 
each moment and being born each moment 
why should my thoughts last longer 
than my body cel Is? 1 don't have any 
one explanation for El Topo. 1 have a 
continual death and rebirth of 
explanations. That's what I think.
Be like water that takes on the shape 
of the container that holds it. Water 
is very adaptable. We are 98$ water. 
We are water. A writer said that a 
scientist studied water to come to the 
conclusion that we are water 
expressing itself. Beautiful isn't 
it? So you must adapt yourself to 
reaIity like clouds.
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Not long now (July in fact) and two 
new Melbourne bands will be coming to 
Adelaide to do a number of gigs. Both 
bands are quickly gaining a reputation 
for startling originality in lyrics, 
music and presentation. To call them 
"New Wave" wouldn't be fair for that 
is a term now so laden with 
connotations that suggest'a typical 
kind of performance that neither of 
these bands would fairly fit into it. 
Perhaps modern would be a more fair 
description of what they are on about.
Two Way Garden are a four piece 
comprising Philip Riley and John 
McKinnon on guitar and vocals, David 
Pol lock on drums and Stephen Rea on 
bass and vocals.
The emphasis of Two Way Garden's 
songs is a clean rhythm sound with 
full guitar chords laid on top. The 
main vocals (a job shared between John 
Stephen and Philip) are backed by 
close harmonies whilst the drums and 
bass pound along supplying the beat.
it is no coincidence that Mersey 
beat (the Liverpool sound of the 
early sixties that spawned the Beaties 
and the whole British musical 
explosion) is based on the same 
formula.
Now before I get into trouble for 
having slotted Two Way Garden as a 
revival band I must point out that 
their original songs, which comprise 
the bulk of a performance, are far 
from derivative. Certainly the 
influences can be seen but it takes 
more than clever plagiarism to write 
the sort of material that they come 
up with.
Whats more the songs aren't about 
the sixties they are concerned with
mods’n
rockers
modern life, experiences and feelings.
Two Way Garden formed 18 months ago 
in that time they have rehearsed 
continuously and recorded a single 
("Never" / "Hands & Shadows") which 
they will be releasing themselves in 
the near future.
The Young Charlatans consist of 
Rowland Howard and Ian "01 lie" Olsen 
on guitars and vocals, Janine Hall 
on bass and Jeff Wegner on drums.
Their performances are quite 
unforgettable. 01 lie stands stage 
right almsot rigidly at attention, 
eyes looking straight at the audience
a new facial expression for each 
word. The slashing, jerky rhythms 
coming from 01 Iie's and Rowland's 
guitars are hypnotising. The guitar 
solos are both exciting and 
experimental, unlike any conventional 
solo you are likely to hear.
Janine is not a 'cute chick' in 
the band. Her presence onstage is 
firmly established by her solid bass 
patterns and backing vocals.
More than any other rock drummer 
Jeff holds a greater respect for the 
true geniuses of percussion - Krupa 
and Belsun (those boys from the 40's). 
And it shows! Aside from keeping an 
unmatchable tightness Jeff plays traps 
offbeats and slashes used with enough 
economy to not only give the Young 
Charlatans their backbone but to 
become an exciting performance in 
i tseIf.
Ollie and Rowland began writing 
songs together last year. They fired 
off each other so successfully that 
they decided to leave their respective 
bands and form one themselves.
The Saints put them onto a crazy 
Brisbane drummer called Jeff (the 
Professor In "Know Your Product").
Jeff packed his kit and left for 
Melbourne. They clicked together 
perfectly and moved to Sydney where 
they could isolate themselves and 
rehearse. Janine sat in on one 
rehearsal and joined that day.
The completed Young Charlatans 
returned to Melbourne in January and 
began playing an assortment of venues 
from small clubs to the large pub 
dances and universities.
Given that a band with new and 
very original ideas can succeed in 
Australia the future of the Young 
Charlatans will be bright. ROD RUNNER
After getting Dave, Mark and Stan 
from the Psychosurgeons drunk in a 
mansion in North AdeI aide and,spending 
45 minutes waving a microphone at under 
under their noses the truth came out.
"We think interviews are bad 
because you tend to start to perform 
for the interviewer. You say things- 
that get totally misunderstood. Every 
body out there is just making up their 
own minds about what we're saying.
They don't let us have complete 
control. They're just rats - I can 
hear them now. ,0ne of them will think 
one thing and another will think 
another but basically they're all the 
same cause they're just robots tuned
PSYCHOSURGEONS
into mechanisms of the environment or 
something. How's that for a philosophy 
and thats why we hate giving inter­
views. Thats why we like hard and 
fast music because that way we feel we 
can ram what we really want down their 
throats while they're in a vulnerable 
position. That is strewn out in 
horizontal action beneath our feet as 
we play. We think the only position 
to be in is lying on your back 
writihing around Iike a maggot on the 
bread of life. That's when we see 
where we're all at (laughter). We use 
our music to attack the audience - we 
like them to be overwhelmed by what 
we're doing and then to think. To
think about themselves and their 
position In society. We can't tell 
you what about - its too comjiiex 
which is why we write songs. We 
wouldn't write them If we could tell 
you. We'd write books instead. We 
don't want to stand up and tell people 
as then we'd sound like a bunch of 
lecturers. We want people to have a 
good time - dancing or whatever. We 
like them to concentrate with their 
bodies and their minds. We 
communicate by writhing around on 
stage. We play rock'n'roll because we 
enjoy it."
The Psychosurgeons are Mark; guitar 
Stan: vocals. Dave drums.HEATHER VENN
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On a recent Saturday evening I was 
sitting in the lounge room of the 
house populated by various ROADRUNNER 
persons, including the harassed editor 
telling anyone who would listen (and 
Stuart was the only one) that I didn't 
go much for self indulgent journalism.
V  I mean we writers are here to tell 
X ,  you about something other than 
X ^  our toilet problems or
ticular Hegelian dreams, 
agai n, I've never 
one to stay i n one 
sophical place 
long: the
a I ways 
w i th me 
move
par- 
Then 
been 
philo- 
for too 
words 
catch up 
and I have to 
a step ahead of a 
reaIi ty one more 
time. Anyway, this Sr. 
article has as its 
topic one of the most 
self induIgent performers 
rock has seen. That being 
the wonderful Patti Smith, who 
told us in her song. Piss 
Factory, that she was going to go 
to New York and become a big star.
She did and did; So , where do I 
begin? Wei I, on the table assembled 
around this typewriter there are Young 
Modern posters, empty cider bottles, 
empty white 11 agon and an empty sherry 
bottle, a dictionary, an ashtray and 
a half bottle of tequila. Looks good. 
Wrapped loosely around the half bottle 
of tequila, which wi11 soon be empty, 
is a belt which I never wear around 
my stomach. Its use is usually for 
much more illicit things and that 
brings me to Patti Smith again and Lou 
Reed. In his anthem. Heroin, Reed 
talks about what it's like when that 
particular illegal drug enters one's 
vein "You feel just like Jesus' son," 
he says, and he's not talking about 
the same Jesus that Nick Lowe talks 
about. When I first heard Patti Smith 
singing the introduction to Gloria on 
Horses, it was something like feeling 
like the son, father and spirit of 
something that 1 hadn't really come 
across before. "Well, Jesus died for 
somebody's sins, but not mine," she 
sings. Enough said.
Patti Smith, for the historians, 
was born in December of 1946 in 
Chicago and grew up in Jersey, on the 
east coast of the U.S.A. She moved 
to New York when she was 21, already 
having established some habits such as 
writing poetry and liking rock stars 
probably more than she likes rock 
music. A groupie perhaps? Well, 
that point never seems a I 1 that 
important.
She continued writing her poetry 
and having a particular affection for 
the music of Lou Reed but she never 
quite managed to crash that social set.
She did, however, skate on the edge and 
met some interesting people. Included 
among these were Allan Lanier, keyboard 
player for the very loud Blue Oyster 
Cult, with whom she more often than not 
slept, ate and ran, and Lenny Kaye, 
critic, writer and rock archivist. 
Lanier encouraged her to write songs 
and Kaye went to poetry readings with 
her a lot. They were a I I friends and 
had fun in the city. In these years, 
the late sixties and early seventies, 
Patti would paint as well as write 
poems, which she duly read at the now 
famous St, Mark's Church. Her painting 
has not been nurtured as much as her 
poetry, song writing and guitaring. 
However, look in Babel, her latest 
book of verses and such, and you'll 
see some great drawings. A kind of 
free hand, sketch impressionism. One 
chap around New York who caught her 
fancy one way and the other way round 
as well, was Sam Shepard, who 
recently disgraced himself by
writing some trite words to go 
^  around some pictures In the
Rolling Thunder Logbook.
4 Patti and Shepard wrote a 
s p 1 ay cal led Cowboy which
I,. still gets performed
around the place. The
most recent airing I
can remember well was
at La Mama theatre
in %  Melbourne
last year %  when Red
Symons dire- cted. That
was 1971 which was also the
time that Creem magazine decided 
she would be that year's model and 
published a couple of her poems which 
were later included in Seventh Heaven. 
Lots and lots of people liked what 
they read and that book just mentioned 
sold well. The second book, Witt, 
didn't sell as well but readers ol the 
lines often thought it to be superior 
and much more in tune with what would 
come later.
What came later was three albums 
worth of pure street rock, the like of 
which only appears out of festering 
sores. Much of it wasn't pretty. As 
Patti told the Los Angeles Times last 
month : "1 can be very diplomatic.
But I'm not." Sure, there were some 
bits which were quite pretty. I 
reckon there are a few songs on those 
three albums which could be called 
pop songs. Her current hit single. 
Because the Night, for which the more 
famous than famed Bruce Springsteen 
supplied the music is real New York 
pop stuff. In that Los Angeles Times 
interview, Patti said : "It reminds me 
of Paperback Writer by the Beatles, 
y'know? The music is very accessible." 
Just how accessible is her music? Heaps 
of people don't like it a bit. Witness 
this conversation : The new Patti
Smith album, Easter, is great. Oh yeah 
Is it anything like the last one? Its 
better than that. Nell it must be shit 
house. Y'know? Anyway, I reckon her 
music is funny and adventurous and 
accessible. I gain access without much 
trouble. Mostly in the early hours when 
I've been forced, yet again, to 
reassess my position in society. That 
belt is puI Ied just that IittIe bit 
tighter and the howling sideways vocals 
are the final release. Listen to the 
title track from Radio Ethiopia. Now 
that is rock'n'roll radicalism at its 
most extreme. Posture on, Johnny Lydon 
you'I I make it one day kid.
Patti Smith reckons she's a 
committed socialist although I reckon 
she gives dialetic materialism a real 
push for its money, y'know? She does 
things. Like she gets her photo taken 
sitting down with people protesting 
against that well known Islamic 
murderer, the Shah of Iran. She also 
goes to rock shows after her concerts 
and gets on the floor with Lenny Kaye 
and dances fast and- furious. "I'm just 
a fan," she told Zig Zag too long ago 
to remember. Her musical career goes 
back to 1974 when she co-wrote a song 
called Career of Evil with Lanier-for 
Cult's third Columbia album. Secret 
Treaties. She became real famous about 
a year Iater when she had her photo 
taken with one of her legion of Idols, 
Bob Dylan. Dylan said nice things 
about her poetry and everyone wanted to 
know her. But some knew her long 
before that. She was an old mate of 
singer Eric Andersen, who dedicated his 
teen prayer. Wild Crow, on his first 
Arista album. Be True To You, to Patti. 
Andersen went through a real black 
period in the late sixties, which he 
chronicled on Columbia album. Blue 
River, within a track called Sheila.
The song, which talks about the belt 
to my right, is a tune of true 
salvation and is often said to be about 
Andersen's one time close friend, Janis 
Joplin. But in a recent interview, 
Andersen said it was written in New 
York's Chelsea Hotel and the lady in 
the room at the time was a young poet 
just up from Jersey named Patti Smith.
Now, these three albums which keep 
getting talked about are by the Patti 
Smith Group, which features Patti on 
Fender Duo Sonic, Lenny Kaye 
alternating between Gibson Firebird 
bass, Ivan Krai doing the same, Richard 
SohI on piano and, very occasionally, 
other keyboards and things, and Jay 
Daugherty on drums. At live concerts 
John Cale, who produced Horses, comes 
along and powerhouses on bass with 
Patti, Lenny and Ivan pushing out a 
three guitar wall of chords.' Really, 
really shoddy bootlegs (which are 
just oh, such a terrible part of
(Continued on page 18)
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After Roadrunner's back cover collage 
of Go Set clippings in issue 3 it was 
pointed out that Adelaide had its own pop 
culture magazine called Young Modern - 
not to forget a band of that name playing 
music with a definite affinity for the 
period of Young Modern's ascendency.
In the early 60's Australian teenagers 
had numerous publications to choose from 
- Teen Topics, Teens Today, Hep Cats, 
Australian Rock'n'Pop, with Young Modern 
being the only one based in Adelaide.
Issue 1 of the projected fortnightly hit 
the streets on February 15, 1962 with 
the slogan 'Compiled by Young Moderns 
For Young Moderns'. It was published by 
News-Review publications, edited by John 
Carroll with assistance from Ron 
Tremaine and John Edwards. Young Modern 
Modern's first editorial statement read: 
"Hi there! Hi! We're'making history in 
Australia this week. For the first time 
in the Commonwealth teenagers and young 
people everywhere in South Australia now 
have their very own magazine produced 
exclusively for them and not linked in 
any way with anything published for 
"squares". For YOUNG MODERN has been 
designed, edited and produced by a staff 
of young moderns who really know what 
young moderns like to read....the things 
they're interested in doing, seeing, and 
hearing. If you expect YOUNG MODERN to 
be a "sensational" magazine we're afraid 
you'll be disappointed for our aim is to 
present young people's news and views in 
a. sober and factual fashion. But if you 
have held fears that our features and 
reports might be a little "old hat", 
tinged perhaps with a little too much 
adult moralising, you'll be pleasantly 
surprised." Early issues of the magazine 
Iisted contents under the categories of 
Features, Clothes, Beauty and Grooming,
TV and Movies, Records and Music, Cars, 
and Departments - Faces and Places, Your 
Problems solved, X-Pose, Top 40, and 
Dance Dates.
Issue 1 showed teenagers doing the 
twist on the cover and the lead feature 
was "Will the Twist knock the Rock?" :
"The Twist villed in America as the 
biggest dance craze since the days of the 
raccoon coat and the Charleston - is 
taking Australia by storm. Socialites are 
doing it. Junior clerks are doing it, 
office girls are doing it, mums and dads 
are doing it...everyone is doing the 
Twist." Experts were asked to comment on 
whether they thought the Twist would last. 
One who answered YES was Bob Francis 
'acknowledged high priest of Twist in 
AdeI a i de."
Every issue of YOUNG MODERN featured 
an adult guest writer writing on some 
important social problem. There was also 
a Fan Club Corner where the addresses for 
the Fan Clubs for the likes of Patsy Ann 
Noble, the Viscounts and Tony Brady were 
listed. Bob Francis had a column titled 
Platter Chatter which he signed
Twistfully Yours, Bob Francis. The SAD 
Top 40 in Issue 1 showed Elvis Presley's 
'Can't Help Falling In Love' narrowly 
holding number one spot from Chubby 
Checker's 'The Twist'.
Prominent venues at this time were the 
Norwood Ballroom, The Boomerang Club, 
and the Princetown Club, featurimg^bands 
like Hi Marks, the Penny Rockets, The 
Planets, The Cleffs and Johnny Mac and 
the Mac Men. Guys and their cars was 
another regular, initially featuring Merv 
Edwards' Zephyr Holden. Gossip was 
covered by Private Eye under the heading 
of X-Pose and contained gems like "Lunch 
time customers at a city coffee lounge 
were amazed recently to see the 
proprietors son calmly sharing a bottle of 
beer with a friend at his table. I 
wonder what Dada would*say if he knew."
Future YOUNG MODERN'S dicussed crucial 
issues like, "Should Boys teach their 
Girlfriends to Drive?", "Chastity - 
Strictly for Squares?" and "There's A 
Shortage of Lover's Lanes - Where Are 
Those Favourite Spots?" The magazine 
contained over 60^ social articles and 
pushed a fairly definite moral code 
through numerous articles about social 
behaviour. The magazine conducted a 
survey amongst its readers and reported 
their results under the heading, "Is 
Sex For Now?": "Most discussed the 
topic quite freely, as if sex was an 
everyday occurence like going to the 
pictures. Most freely admitted also 
that they had participated fully, not 
Just once or twice, but frequently.
The most common Justification given 
was that it was 'required ' of them.
Many of the girls said they considered 
they had to do it, or face the prospect 
of becoming social outcasts....
However, our survey also showed that 
the boys genera I Iy agreed that once 
they had had intimate relations with 
a girl, they lost their respect for 
her and were only interested in dating 
her with one object in view.... On 
the credit side, ALL agreed that they 
respected a girl who kept them at arms 
length. This was the type of girl they 
would be looking for when they were 
ready to marry.
Issue no. 28, printed on March 7, 1963 
was the first Young Modern with a full 
color cover - featuring Johnny O'Keefe 
with his "lovely wife, Marrianne, and 
children Vicki and Johnny Jnr."
The magazine's political comment, which 
averaged 10^ of the contents, was of a 
varied and inconsistent nature. In a 
July 1964 issue they defended the rights 
of minorities in an article titled, 
"Freedom Of Speech - but know the face 
of evil!!", which began: "In Australia, 
in peace time, no political party is 
banned; all or any of its people may 
follow any ideological label they like, 
whether it is popular with the majority 
or not, and be as vocal as they please.
THEBK
YOUNG I
JANUARY 27, 1965 - Vol. 3, Number 77
Therefore It is astounding, to say the 
least, that there should have been- 
objections to the screening of an 
interview with representatives of the 
so-called Australian Nazi Party by 
the A.B.C. on its Four Corners program 
in recent weeks. We have nothing but 
admiration for the enterprise of the 
A.B.C. in bringing these people before 
the screen and into the homes of the 
viewing populace."
The next month YOUNG MODERN ran a 
series of articles on the question of 
National Service. The magazine's 
stated attitude was: "YOUNG MODERN feels 
we need national training. We share 
the views of many of our readers that 
Australia's defences are lacking. We're
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worried about Australia’s grim vulnerabi­
lities." After a readers survey it was 
found that a large percentage of 
YOUNG m o d e r n's readers didn't share the 
magazine's perspectives!! This was the 
same issue that featured Garry Dyson and 
his collection of 6,800 Beatle photos 
and showed a Top 40 with Billy Thorpe's 
"Poison Ivy" at no. 4 surrounded by 5 
Beetle's 45's - "Requests","A Hard Day's 
Night", "Can't Buy Me Love", "Twist And 
Shout" and "All My Lovin'".
Although the Beatles were the darlings 
of YOUNG MODERN, the Rolling Stones 
were not treated with the same unbounded 
enthusiasm. The issue dated February 24, 
1965 commented: "Surely the Rolling 
Stones will be the last of the long
FILTH
Filth were banned from the Governor 
Hindmarsh Hotel and subsequently from the 
Tivoli Hotel after one performance. The, 
reason? - offensive language and 
behaviour. However they did provide an 
electrifiying support for the Psycho 
surgeons at Murray Park C.A.E. Bob 
smashed his only guitar and the drumkit 
was kicked over the stage. They've since 
broken up.
Q: Why do you play rock'n'roll, if 
you call it that?
Bob: Its the only thing we can do.
We've got ideas in our heads and we put
them across. Like when we do the song 
the 'Harold Holt' its about politicians 
who just deserve to be rounded up and 
drowned. When we do a song there's 
always a meaning behind it. Its just 
getting a view across the only way we can 
- through the music.
Q: Do you consider yourselves to be
politica1?
Bob: Naturally. Ideas are political.
We don't write about blue moons and 
spoons and love - we don't write for the 
sake of it. Thats bullshit. Those '
people only do it for money - who cares 
about money? Its only good for buying 
food with.
Peter: You've only got to look at our 
lyrics to know that we're political.
Like 'Qeensland Sunshine Fascist State'. 
"Queensland Smshine Fascist State/
Police on evevy comev waiting to hveak/ 
Maniac leaden taking Eitlev lessons/ And 
the prople there ain't into guessing/ You 
don’t cave let it happen/ You don’t cave 
you say it can’t happen heve."
Its just about Old Joh the man with the 
moustache.
Bob: Other bands do the same thing - like 
the Angels single is about the same thing 
but its not direct enough. . You got to 
make it more direct than "It looks like 
its coming down on me..,." - more simpie
And the music is more direct and simple 
too. Anyone could play it. Sid ( the 
bass player from Adelaide) took two days 
to learn the entire set. Thats what 
we're into.
Filth were Pete Tillman: vocals. Bob 
Short: guitar, Martin Joyce: drums, Sid: 
bass in Adelaide, Elvis: bass in Sydney.
HEATHER VENN
haired cult to visit Australia under 
the guise of entertainers." Later in 
the year an article on groupies showed 
that things haven't changed all that 
much. A 'staff reporter' who was invited 
to numerous artist's parties wrote:
"Some of these girls were well dressed, 
others looked like tarts, but all had 
something in common... they contributed 
nothing to the party and seemed as 
though they were just waiting to be 
taken off to bed with a pop star.
Crude? Well, it's the truth! Not one 
of these girls appeared to have the 
ability to converse intelligently or 
in fact to do anything intelligently; 
they just sat around and drank anything 
that was offered to them and smiled
blankly as the tone of the evening 
dropped lower and lower ."
And so it went. YOUNG MODERN continued 
until issue 87, which featured the Dave 
Clark Five on the cover, and they announ­
ced, plans to go weekly from the next 
issue. Further copies of the magazine 
have not been seen. YOUNG MODERN remains 
principally as a fascinating form of 
nostalgia - Adelaide's first pop culture 
paper and one that showed the impossibil­
ity of isolating music from everything 
that's going on around it. Maybe someone 
involved directly with YOUNG MODERN (Yo, 
not you, John Dowlev -ED. ) wi I I write 
and fill in the gaps in this potted piece 
of Adelaide rock'n'roll history. Bob 
Francis, where are you? STUART COUPE
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Y E L L O W  P A G E S
TUESDAY 4TH JULY 1978 
TEXAS
WESTERN FLYER WITH MATT TAYLOR 
MIKE RUDD'S INSTANT REPLAY 
CIRCUS
WEDNESDAY 5TH JULY 1978 
TEXAS
THE HOT WAX ROCK'N'ROLL SHOW 
EAST END STREET BAND 
THE CIRCUS
MIKE RUDD'S INSTANT REPLAY 
WESTERN FLYER WITH MATT TAYLOR 
EAST END STREET BAND
THURSDAY 6TH JULY 1978 
MIKE RUDD'S INSTANT REPLAY 
RENDEZVOUS DISCO 
CLEAN CUT 
THE CIRCUS
WESTERN FLYER WITH MATT TAYLOR
EMERGENCY
YAHOO TUB BAND
SOKA
GENESTERA
FRIDAY 7TH JULY 1978
MIKE RUDD'S INSTANT REPLAY
THE FOUR REASONS
RENDEZVOUS DISCO
LAST CHANCE CAFE
BEN
THE CIRCUS 
MOONLIGHT
WESTERN FLYER WITH MATT TAYLOR
RUM JUNGLE
MOB I US
HOT CHICKEN
INDIGO
RUM JUNGLE
SATURDAY 8TH JULY 1978 
MIKE RUDD'S INSTANT REPLAY 
REVUE BAND
RUM JUNGLE / MIDDLE CLASS
LAST CHANCE CAFE
THE CIRCUS
HARVEST
MOONLIGHT
BEN
BLUE CARMEL
WESTERN FLYER WITH MATT TAYLOR
GENESTERA
WEATHER REPORT
COUNTRY CONNECTION
CLEAN CUT + AGALNUG or EMERGENCY
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room 
T i VO I i
F iesta Villa,
Lion Hotel
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room 
Legtrap Hotel 
Ti voli HoteI 
Old Lion Disco 
Fiesta Vi I la,
St Leonards Inn 
We I Ii ngton HoteI
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
Legtrap Hotel
Ti VO  Ii HoteI
Old Lion Disco
Highway Inn
Lord Melbourne Hotel
Royal Hotel
Waver ley Hotel
Lord Melbourne Hotel
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room 
Brighton Hotel 
Legtrap Hotel 
Old Mari ner HoteI 
H i gh I ander HoteI 
Old Lion Hotel Disco 
Pooraka Hotel 
MarryatviIle Hotel 
Lord Melbourne Hotel 
Old Sport Hotel 
RoyaI HoteI 
Waver ley Hotel 
Lord Melbourne Hotel
Arkaba HoteI, Top Room 
Brighton Hotel 
T i VO Ii HoteI 
Old Mariner Hotel 
The OldLion Hotel Disco 
Highlander HoteI 
Flashez, HoteIAustraIia 
Pooraka Hotel 
Old Spot Hotel 
MarryatviIle Hotel 
Lord Melbourne Hotel 
Festival Theatre 
Waver ley Hotel 
Lord Melbourne Hotel
SUNDAY 9TH JULY 1978 
MIKE RUDD'S INSTANT^REPLAY 
WESTERN FLYER WITH MATT TAYLOR 
LAST CHANCE CAFE
TUESDAY 11TH JULY 1978 
GEOFF DUFF / MORPHEUS 
DAVE WARNER FROM THE SUBURBS
WEDNESDAY 12TH JULY 1978 
DISCO
HOT WAX ROCK'N'ROLL SHOW BAND 
EAST END STREET BAND 
THE CIRCUS
GEOFF DUFF / MORPHEUS 
DAVE WARNER FROM THE SUBURBS 
EAST END STREET BAND 
JOHN MARTYN
THURSDAY 15TH JULY 1978 
GEOFF DUFF / MORPHEUS 
RENDEZVOUS DISCO 
CLEAN CUT 
THE CIRCUS
DAVE WARNER FROM THE SUBURBS
EMERGENCY
SOKA
YA HOO TUB BAND 
FRIDAY 14TH JULY 1978 
GEOFF DUFF / MORPHEUS 
RENDEZVOUS DISCO 
BEAGLE BOYS 
MUSKAT 
THE CIRCUS 
DRAGON
DAVE WARNER FROM THE SUBURBS
RUM JUNGLE
BEN
TWO WAY GARDEN / YOUNG CHARLATANS 
AURORA
SATURDAY 15TH JULY 1978
GEOFF DUFF / MORPHEUS
TWO WAY GARDEN / YOUNG CHARLATANS
BEAGLE BOYS
THE CIRCUS
MUSKAT
MOONLIGHT
DRAGON
YOUNG HARMONY
DAVE WARNER FROM THE SUBURBS 
GENESTERA
SUNDAY 16TH JULY 1978 
GEOFF DUFF / MORPHEUS 
DAVE WARNER FROM THE SUBURBS 
SUPERNAUT
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
Ti VO Ii HoteI
Old Mariner Hotel
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room 
T i VO Ii HoteI
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room 
Legtrap Hotel 
T i V O  Ii HoteI 
Old Lion Hotel Disco 
Fiesta Vi I la,
St Leonards Inn 
Well!ngton HoteI 
Opera Theatre
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
Legtrap Hodel
T i VO  Ii HoteI
Old Lion Hotel Disco
Highway Inn
Lord Melbourne Hotel
Waver ley Hotel
RoyaI HoteI
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
Legtrap Hotel
Old Mariner Hotel
H i ghIander HoteI
Old Lion Hotel Disc:o
Poor rikci FieIf.H
Mar t y i f v i I Ie HoteI
Lor:: ■'(H Lout nf: Hotel01 : p.el hotel
I i VO I i ( lO t I
Wavet |f.y rtokH
ArTaba Hotel, Frrf) Room 
Tivoli I lote I 
0 I (J Mariner Hotel 
OltJ Lion Hotel Disco 
H i qhIander HoteI 
Flashez, Hotel Australia 
Pooraka Hotel 
Old Spot Hotel 
MarryatviIIe HoteI 
Lord Melbourne Hotel
Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
Tivoli HoteI
Old Mariner Hotel
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TUESDAY 18TH JULY 1978
STARS Arkaba Hotel, Top Room ROCK'N'ROLL SHOW Legtrap Hotel
HIT & RUN / AUTODRIFTERS T i VO 1i Hote1
BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel TUESDAY 25TH JULY 1978MIDNIGHT OIL Arkaba Hotel Top Room
MONDAY 17TH JULY 1978 ROSS WILSON'S MONDO ROCK T i vo1i Hote1
BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel BREAKAWAY ■ Old Lion Hotel
WEDNESDAY 19TH JULY 1978 WEDNESDAY 26TH JULY 1978
DISCO Arkaba Hotel, Top Room MIDNIGHT OIL Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
ROCK'N'ROLL SHOW Legtrap Hotel ROCK'N'ROLL SHOW Legtrap Hotel
EAST END STREET BAND T i vo11 Hote1 EAST END STREET BAND T i vo1i Hote1
STARS F1 esta Villa, SCANDAL F i esta Villa,
HIT & RUN / AUTODRIFTERS St Leonards Inn ROSS WILSON'S MONDO ROCK St Leonards Inn
EAST END STREET BAND We 1 Ii ngton Hote1 EAST END STREET BAND Wei 1i ngton Hotel
BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel
THURSDAY 20TH JULY 1978 THURSDAY 27TH JULY 1978
DISCO Arkaba Hotel, Top Room MIDNIGHT OIL Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
RENDEZVOUS DISCO Legtrap Hotel RENDEZVOUS DISCO Legtrap Hotel
CLEAN CUT Lord Melbourne Hotel CLEAN CUT Tivoli Hotel
HIT & RUN / AUTODRIFTERS Highway Inn ROSS WILSON'S MONDO ROCK Highway Inn
EMERGENCY Lord Melbourne Hotel EMERGENCY Lord Melbourne Hotel
STARS Tennilles, St. Leonards BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel
BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel SOKA Waver ley Hotel
YAHOO TUB EsAND Roya1 Hote1 YAHOO TUB BAND Roya1 Hote1
SOKA Waver ley Hotel FRIDAY 28TH JULY 1978
FRIDAY 21ST JULY 1978 MIDNIGHT OIL Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
STARS Arkaba Hotel, Top Room RENDEZVOUS DISCO Legtrap Hotel
RENDEZVOUS DISCO Legtrap Hotel SHAMROCK High1ander Hotel
THE RAIDERS High lander Hotel CHALICE Pooraka Hotel
MU SKAT Pooraka Hotel ROSS WlLSON'S MONDO ROCK Marryatvi1le Hotel
HIT & RUN / AUTODRIFTERS Marryatvi1le Hotel RUM JUNGLE Lord Melbourne Hotel
RUM JUNGLE Lord Melbourne Hotel SCANDAL Sphinx, Octagan Theatre
BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel
HOT CHICKEN Roya1 Hote1 SATURDAY 29TH JULY 1978
1ND1 GO Waver ley Hotel MIDNIGHT OIL Arkaba Hotel, Top Room
SATURDAY 22ND JULY 1978 YOUNG MODERN / NEON HEART T i vo1i Hote1
STARS Arkaba Hotel, Top Room COUNTRY CONNECTION High1ander Hote1
MICKEY FINN / TUNGSTEN T i VO 1i Hote1 CHALICE Pooraka Hotel
HELTA SKELTA Highlander Hotel ^OSS WILSON'S MONDO ROCK Marryatvi11e Hote1
CHALICE Pooraka Hotel GENESTERA Lord Melbourne Hotel
HIT & RUN / AUTODRIFTERS Marryatvi 1 le Hotel, SCANDAL Largs Bay Sailing Club
GENESTERA Lord Melbourne Hotel JOHN PAUL YOUNG Restival Theatre
CHUCK BERRY Apo11o Stad i urn BREAKAWAY Old Lion Hotel
BREAKAWAY Old Lion COUNTRY CONNECTION Waver ley Hotel
COUNTRY CONNECTION
SUNDAY 23RD JULY 1978
STARS Arkaba Hotel, Top Room GIG GUIDG COMPILED g Y OHNTRAL BOOKING AGRNCYH 1 1 & RIJN / AU IUUK 1 F 1 ERS T i vo1i Hote1 WITH HHLP PROh JARH HARLHYSOAPBOX ORCHESTRA Aldgate Pump Hotel FOR PRGG LIGTII G IH GIG GUIGH PLBA3B CONTACTBREAKAWAY Old Lion Hote1 JiutH HAL'ILGY OH 51 5387 (WORK) OR 332 5915
TUESDAY 25TH JULY 1978 ( R O M )
MIDNIGHT OIL Arkaba Hotel, Top Room DGAHLIImG i'UR x.Ga T lOGUH - JULY U T H .
LONE 
STAR
rock’n’roll
roadshows
TIVOLI HOTEL - TUESDAY 
ST LEONARDS INN - WEDNESDAY 
HIGHWAY fNN - THURSDAY 
MARRYATVILLE HOTEL - FRIDAY 
TIVOLI HOTEL - FRIDAY (LATE) 
MARRYATVILLE HOTEL >  SATURDAY 
TIVOLI HOTEL -SUNDAY >
4 - 9  WESTERN FLYER 
with
MATT TAYLOR
11-16 DAVE WARNER 
^  from
 ̂ * THE SUBURBS
1 8 -2 3  ROSS WILSON’S 
MONDO ROCK
2 5 -3 0  HIT AND RUN 
plus
AUTO DRIFTERS
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78's
; j Tom Rob i nson just ■ happens'Ltoj bê  an^‘ 
extremely articulate: 1 eft lean ing, gay 
activist rock’n’rol1 singerwhoworks- 
;with Rock Against Racism, plays at 
Anti Nazi ra11ies, sings at Right to 
Work Forums and is genera 11y thi s 
iyears big thing amongst both punks and 
the dreaded LEFT who think he’s the 
greatest cuItura1 event since the 
Peking Opera's last blast. Tom 
Robinson was also signed by EMI for an
advance of $66,000 and as wel f: as 
making joads of money for himself is 
the b iggest commerc ia 1 propos i tion EM 1 
havehad on their hands since the 
Beatles, well almost. He's big news 
and so we have EMI record reps paint­
ing up slogans:for display in record 
shops,and some pretty rad stuff : 
appearing in the press handouts.: What: 
it comes down to is that Tom Robinson:
; i s the right person at the right time
OK, 1'm gonna make things clear. .V 
Although TRB are probably my favourite 
;ba:nd,'oftTheT1970' s ̂ (wi th;; the except ion 
of jBow i etand : ear ty Roxy), L! ’ m;.;:now, at:;:; ;:
;the risk of being a so caI led Fascist- 
by some ;ignore ntj b ugge r f  rom - London, 
going to criticise their political 
’ Stange. TTBei;nb::"̂ ĝ  ̂ wh ich; i s; nothi rigL
new (especially in the rock world), 
-out; Tom has deci ded to standLep IforLT ■ ■ 
all our civil and moral rights, (sort 
;6|4 rock̂  answer ;;tO :Mary ■ I
LWh:itehbuselTLI;.^ fa (r enough ;LLBut;;:£
at I :we’relbeihg offered, by the-T" : T 
, |oc:i: aTi;S r PartyRock Aga i np.t7 7
-̂fectsm̂  e a n a  1 tetnat i ve -to thel-
Nati|jnaT"Erĝ ^̂  i.e. 'in RuesiaLLL" 
1::youTre jpers ;,Tpr be i ng anbi -1; : T ̂
l&omimuhi stTŵ L̂  persecute.
you for religious / colour reasons.
Wh at tsL;thel'd j:,t;fenenc L LLL;:.
IA few (moce ■ p^ h te |abbuf /.1fhe j 
:;te:Tiat; i .ghLT ffi-itSP-i t a i .h JSf ■■
^ T h  e I N|1;.ip n a I F rph;t>;- ■
|;:|?i py. vi||p|: i n tod a^
Ibps t / eh;:t® p ub t i e ttyt spLT a:r|b 
l||;fpw f i ght s d u r;: i ngemepliT 
■siLebbur Pfrfy PpTT;tTcitf?|^ 
dev^pted Ipf repipteldfiTTl̂ -ê ^̂ ^̂  
in ian--a;ttef1pt'-tb;Fs:tW 
agatnst them - all very welt; buf f 
probed iy igpt them a few more 
leup|ibteref;:as well.
|J|li:|i|NF dn I y exist in mixed - racial 
IppipildT i es I i n -London: atid the EngJ j sp, 
slltdlal̂  ̂ No one;north of there, 
hi qC,l u|Tig Scot land,. g i ves a sh;i t; ibiiii 
Ijbem, from a few "pot itica llyT̂ Ŵ ^̂
:;bpn|d.i pgi” students, and they' re., bt;;PTii: 
jgbing td be accountants.; / lawyer|T/^ ;t 
[pap i.ta:l i'Sts; when they grow up, -aren *:^ 
#hey.T7":'v'
§( Al t the .cr'ap com i ng out of ■thetLT 
LPnddn based med i a about raci at::Lbatt|® 
; gtplbd:to i sh ; i tsai I ta Iklpatô ^̂ ^̂  
usuaI the roman f i c i dea of rcvoIuti on
in the.:ptreets,;/ jpbtlltob:' 
'ptf:-to;;the Chp Guaverat ppstefvprithtt 
bedtoornt watt .etc. ' Who ere they'̂ ; T
t-toing.to kid? Answer - you! 
lIllQuote from the TRB bulletins "keep 
thetbelief / stick to the streets / 
stay; in touch and don't be Iieve;a :.
word THEY teI 1 you." We I I, Tom wout d : 
THEY hbdpod bd EM1 1 0:r the-Tradet - T; 
UnionS::/';;pr;tb®. Labou Goyernment,iS.sL ; : 
welt as the bosses, the Tories, and 
those despicab Ie;fascists, etc?
:U.;A -popu t ar:-answer ;: t o ;the 
Front’s accusations concerning 
violence and slums being caused by the 
: b I ack commun i ty (they say), i s that 
Glasgow has the highest crime t'ate. 
end the most slums in Britain, with 
virtually no blacks living there. 
Speaking as a Glaswegian (e ve na - 
middle class one at that) yes; thats 
true, all of it, but what has our 
marvellous Socialist Government done 
about it? Answer - nothing!
I  The Nat iOrta i;YF;rpht̂ ^̂ .to forSi ;.:
all that is wrong in this country - 
apathy breeds df s ®  They.;a I Sp:
stand for a tiny minority, sick of 
mind, and seeking all available 
,:pub;l icity they can sgeiT Why bbt® 
Itgnprp them.;;mp;rte:::th#rt:
 ̂their.activi tj'is Labour'GdyilT:;
:a re, a I ready us i ng . them a.S - vote llllp;; 
catch i ng fodder for the i mmi rtent|liE3̂ -It 
Genera I E I ect ion.-'-
H  The vast majority; of kids ( I i toLLI; 3 
myse If, teenagers: tired..of .being ||pTd3L 
what to do) treat; the present;. ant|::y3|3;i 
f asci st scepp es;. a pose, someth i rt®::t:©;3; 
d o . --East -'year:'we--ld:;;TPW;ait:id::|t 
l ike Bryan Ferry, 'thip yebri®%iiii®^^^^^ 
between a steri l ised Johnny Rotten|lii| 
politically conscious yputh, Nobo|:3:;33
reaI I y eares,, but the main cry i s I p t o  
uni ty / f reedom of- ther i nd ividual. i|,:3:3;
Although musicially redundant, 13:531 
bands like Sham 69 and Mark .Perry ’ |::::i3BW 
ATV are much nearer the mark than .IRB® 
political ly. Who wants a choice 
between soc i a 11st ;tot|f1tarjani sm 
and fasc i st d ictatorsh i p? 3Rather 
noth i ng at a I I- than ks . very much.
I ’m- sorry to; do this to-;you: Tomo 
I’m sure your beiiefs are sincere, but' 
I suppose I ’m bei ng scared; of; bei ng .
: 1 et down., after the. TRB tour ;the States 
or something. The gig up here was  ̂
great, and I'm sti I I gonna: buy the 
album - at Ieast.you can dance-to it..
MAURICE SMITH Glasgow5/2/78
because politicaI;rockmusic is going 
to make big money.
Tom Robinson is also pictured.in,
this issue of Disco World in the-UP 
;. AND; COM I NG j pages. ::; On I the: same; page3:3- 
are Funkadelic. Nob Ies, Patti Brooks, 
Brass Construction and WiI 1iam Bel I. ' 
Which brings us to the point of this 
.article - the connection between punk 
rock and disco.and the quest ion-of. 
true political-rock’n’roll/: Tom : 
Carson i n PUNK vs.;DI SCO argues that ; 
diSC O is the most politica1;music;in 
the world today: "David Bowie, who 
knows everything, understood that well 
enough to use disco for the music on 
what is probably the most political 
music ever made, Young Americans.
Most people thought that the archetype 
of artsy glitter-rock taking on the 
persona of a soul singer was strange 
enough. The choice of disco seemed 
even more bizarre in the light of the 
albums theme. In retrospect however 
it makes perfect sense. What Bowie 
did was to take the submerged and 
implicit significance of disco and 
bring it to the surface. In his 
lyrics for the album, he was writing 
about power, its sources, and its 
manipulation, and trying to create 
politics as a metaphor for every kind 
of human relationship. Disco, by 
setting up a nihilistic and programmed 
context in which nothing was certain 
and everything was possible, offered 
the perfect frame for those ideas..
In effect, the music acted the part of 
audience to Bowie’s politician /. 
messiah, and his lyrics both 
paralleled and counterpointed the 
albums depersonalized, technological 
sound. Politics in its purest form, 
is an all-or-nothing proposition, and 
disco embraces that cosmos completely" 
So what have we now?? An argument 
that a situation like disco where 
everything is possible and nothing 
certain - a potentially revolutionary 
scenario where individuals realise . 
their capacity,for instigating social 
change. A situation where the 
individual reaches that realisation 
alone as opposed to a large record 
company telling people that its time 
for a revolution.
Is political rock’n’roll here 
because a 1978 Abba substitute . 
couldn’t be found - or is Tom Robinson 
1978’s Abba - during the late 60s 
whilst the Rolling Sones were stilt 
the angry riotous threats to a 
generations morals and political 
stability singing Street Fighting Man 
and Sympathy for the Devil, Decca, 
their record company, channeled money 
into developing radar equipment for 
use in the Vietnam War. Who knows 
what EMI’s connections are but you can 
bet they’re not poor innocents only 
interested in getting the music to
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the people man.
Ton Robinson is, along with other m 
po 1 i tf c;a 1 1 y mot i vated rock’ n̂  ro I 1 ere, 
a classic case of manipulation by 
consent. What does he tliink abcjut the 
motley that he makes for big business?
How does he feel abou1 CMI marketing 
a revolution? EMI Ictttino him tell 
the world "Better Decide Which ^iJe 
You’re On" - they know w.hich side 
they’re on and you can bo sure its not 
the same orio that lorn is on, sc lu'W 
come they let him spend all this r.ash 
letting him put tno other side. I 
thought power was abuut keeping the 
other side on the bottom? What did 
the Clash mean when they sang complete 
control? If lorn f<obinson wasn’t an 
economic proposition would be be 
making records for EMi?? The r-oinf Is 
further complicated by the fact th=it 
Tom Robinson sings pretty spot r.n 
lyrics - his music is fairly hackneyed 
but he crams a lot of porceptivo 
(>olitlcal •.■bservatioiis into his lyrics 
It could be suggostod that hie music 
a I though pollt i ca M y  rOiivated tails 
on almost deaf ears. Carson suggeists
% 1
i
that although Tom Robinson's audience 
has a rebellious, maybe even 
revolutionary ATTITUDE "...that kind 
of attitude can easily turn into the 
same complacency which it so angrily 
claims to reject. Anyone can say 
they’re against something, without 
actually doing something about it - 
you can call yourself a rebel, and be 
so proud of 1t that you never get 
around to performing a rebellious act."
It is C'ossiblo that Tom Roninson 
is a safe bet for EMI because they aro 
aware tha this aud ienoo i s unIi ke1y 
to turn off thoir stereos and start 
do I ng some tti i ng about the po 1 i t i ca I 
situation. Its intores ting to 
con s i dc-' r tha i with d i sco now me re 1 y 
an escape and punk degenerated into 
fashion, where Tom Robinson will letid 
his audience. Will his direct 
political statements lead his 
followers into direct political 
activity, or will their only activity 
bo owning a Tom Robinson album - 
aren’t you a committed activist by 
buying that record instead of
Fleetwood Mac’s new one? If you’ve 
bought "Power in the Darkness" you’re 
really on the peoples side aren’t you? 
Did you ever stop to think that maybe 
the best foil for actual activity is 
to take the revolution into the fivlng 
room and into stereo headphones. I 
wonder if Tom Robinson has over heard- 
Gil Scott-Heron: "You will not be able 
to stay homo, orother/ You will not bo 
able to plug in, turn on and cop out/ 
You will not be able to lose yourself 
on a scag and skip out for beer during 
the commercials/ The revolution will 
not be televised/ There will be no 
pictures of pigs shooting down 
brothers on the instant replay/ the 
theme song will not bo written by Jim 
Webb or Grancis Scott Key nor sung by 
Glenn Campbell/ Tom Jones, Johnny Cash 
or Engelbert Humperdinck/ The revolut­
ion will not go better with Coke/ The 
revolution will not fight germs that 
may cause bad breath/ The revolution 
will put you in the drivers seat/ The 
revolution will not be televised/ The 
revolution will be no rerun/ The 
revolution will be LIVE." STUART COUPE
Rerr.embfjr I ha I great band of 
Enulish patrlol’s. The Strawbs, that 
recorded a song a fev,' years hack 
ti'^fed ’You Don’t Get Me I’m Part Of 
The Union’? I often wondered then 
whethor they had wri ttfsn Iho song out 
of nationalistic pride in I ho 
strucTuro or th^ir docaying empire or 
just a case of taking the urine out 
of rhe farcical situaiion that has 
occurred in Britain as .j result of 
unionism. I'k;ud l!'':-,p f', -i-iy they would 
have been unable lo record the song 
or any song if they hadn’t become 
un i on peo[> 1 o 1 horise? 1 ves.
Unionism is a word that is fast 
becoming obsolete with musicians In 
Adelaide. Ono looks back only a 
couple of years to when just aboijt 
every performing musician was 
oncourago'J to Join ofid at that time 
r,us i c i an s wo re p I ay i un f or un i c-n 
rates and the whoH: music scone was 
given the big brother pr'otociion as 
only a trace union could supply.
The undermining of this 
undisputed authority came in early 
’76 when a few bands took the initia­
tive and started residencies under 
a door deal situation. To the lay 
person a door deal is when the band 
taS"'--- thoi n i t i at i ve and bocomt=s tiio 
pp-'Hotor Hiorsclvos. I hey entice a 
pubiican Into letting them use a room 
in M:. hoi'̂ 1, ciiarg.o aii admission anrl 
collec.'i tne total amount of door 
p.-cc i \) ts. Pro 1 ty so I i d -,tu f f roa 1 I y. 
Basically there were dollars to be 
made if a band was prepared to get off 
their collective bums and get it 
together. Organise and promote a
venue -  sounds l i k e  I n d u s t r ia l  
Democracy to  mo! On the o th o r  hand 
i t  in troduced  a c e r ta in  amount o f  r i s k  
i . e . .  I f  the  band d id n ’ t reo.Mve over 
ut>iQn ra te s  from door r e c e ip t  they 
wore o u t  o f  pocket and from a union 
p o in t  o f  view th a t  was s t i l t  h ig h ly  
i 11 ega I . Th i s t re n  d d id  i ri ac 1 ua I 
f a c t  arornpt the union to '-end o u t  a 
communlguo to  i t s  nc-mb.'?rs e x p la in in g  
the  p i t f a l l s  arid i l l e g a l i t i e s  o f  door
Ade la ide  spawned many new and 
CP-at I VO bancs in 1977 as d i r e c t  
r e s u l t  o f  the newly fouhC s ta tu s .  You 
cou ld  form a band, do a coor d-eal a t  
your loca l pub and s t a r t  t o  gain 
re c o g n i t io n  f o r  your e f f o r t s .  The 
r e s u l t  -  a new back to  the  poorilo 
scone. A now de func t  c o -o p e ra f iv e  
MUb09 sought to  band to g e th e r  
music ians and run t h e i r  own shows.
They shared the profits amongst 
them-..o I VOS and more Irriportant ly openly 
defied union ro'-ru 1'3 rions. Enter 
promoters.
Since that time musicians and 
promoters have been involved in 
increasing numbers with door deals and 
variations on J.l?., employing mostly 
non union local niu si clans and paying 
then what they can (if at all) from 
the- procc-edys of the door. The new 
S'.l :ic is now being c o n tro l  Iê rj by a 
S'-jlected launch of promoters. Tfi.-.- 
protection rack has once again turned 
till' full circle.
So many of these .so cal led counter 
culture promoters are being btamed by 
local and interstate musicians for
unethical dealings. The instances of 
non payment or insufficient payment 
for gigs are alarming and definitely 
on the Increase. It Is common know­
ledge amongst musicians 1hat some of 
Adelaide's bettor known promoters are 
paying bands way under flat union rate 
(about per person f'̂ r o minimum 3 
hours) and instances of only $10 are
Despite this blatant inconsistency 
with payments, tiie Musicians iJnlon 
P'malns very silent and quite content 
to battle iti DEATH 10 DISCO CAMPAIGN 
policy. Possibly a weak and insipid 
stand 'lo take on sori'-̂ thing presumably 
so important to them in this day and 
age of unionism. Perhaps the 
swallows won’t return to Capistrano? 
Double standaro's are the name of the
Unfortunately the riusicians are 
the worst at fee led. Ihey’ro often 
bl'jmed for not keeping a band 'toi'iether 
long enough, or for that matter- 
keeping their heads together. The 
Musicians Union choose to wash their 
own dirty laundry )nd sometir'ies that's 
hf-ccjmo fi littM" har-J.
Continuing progression rests 
squarely ■''tt a gooi onvironmonf.
Mayb'e conditions will i.'r,prt)ve for 
thi’.se that work hard, '-lu-:,icians 
are music but they seem to .keep 
<.'0" i rig hack f<.r .!no+'''-jr ilap in the 
face. Who knows what lurks in the 
h-'.-'rts of peoi |.̂. Noedlesi to say 
Adelaide may never get out of the Just 
another copy band stage.
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Margret
RoodknigM
Sydney: January 1978. Margret 
Roadknight, recently returned from 
America on her second search and 
discover the roots of the music she 
performs adventure, was talking about 
"Ice", her second alubm for Festival 
recorded before she went to America 
and subsequently mixed, mixed, and 
remixed was due for release in 
February. June 1978, and its only 
just hit the record stores.
Margret feels she's a thorn in the 
Festival Records repertoire. She was 
inherited by Festival when they 
gained her label Infinity. Executives 
were astonished and perplexed when she 
was NOT delighted that she was the 
only woman featured on a sampler of 
Festival acts in 1975. She requested 
a copy of the tapes of her new alburn̂  
to trot around to the moguls while 
spending three weeks in Los Angeles. 
The tape arrived after she had left 
America.
Marg Roadknight is a strong woman, 
strong in voice, strong in character, 
and strong in appearance. She looms 
6’4" tall, holding herself proudly 
rather than stooping Iy, trying to 
disguise her height. Its her tenacity 
and determination and talent that has 
elevated her to her position as one of 
the leading folk / blues / jazz 
singers in Australia.
Her career began with singing in 
coffee lounges and jazz and folk clubs 
around Melbourne in the 1960’s. She 
moved to Sydney in 1964 after being 
introduced to gospel music by the 
visiting Black Nativity Company. In 
1973 after years of working the 
Sydney clubs and campii and lecturing 
on folk music, her first album "People 
Get Ready" was recorded live at Frank 
Traynor’s Folk Club.
Margret's first single. Bob 
Hudson's "Girls in our Town" was 
released, and became a minor hit for 
her. She neither reads nor writes 
music but has conducted considerable 
research into the material that she 
performs, aided by two Government
Funded American trips for this purpose 
Her nasal, powerful voice and 
interpretative prowess is suited to 
the material she performs drawn from 
Loudon Wainwright I I I ; Dory Previn; 
Ellen Mclilwaine; Kate and Anna 
McGarrigle and the like.
"The argument is often put that you 
should tailor your songs to crashing 
the big commercial market, and then 
when your name is established you can 
have more of a chance to choose your 
material and diverge from that, but I 
think that the opposite really is the 
case. Although it seems hard to 
resist the pressure to produce a 
commercial top 40 hit, in the long run 
you get the reputation for not being 
so easily swayed and hopefully some 
of your songs will get airplay or 
whatever and you don't have to change 
your image. I really feel that I just 
plod along in my own field and with my 
own ideas, and in the long run its 
going to be better for me," commented 
Margret.
"A lot of my songs the words could 
stand up as poetry or whatever read
LOVE IN VAIN (cont. from page 13) 
modern luv songs) give hints of this 
kind of blood boiling energy on songs 
like My Generation.
Looking through the quagmire of 
terms for modern music, the Los 
Angeles Times settled on urban rock to 
tag Patti's music. That's close, I'd 
say. It 's street stuff for sure and 
hot as the Main North Road on an 
early February heatwave afternoon.
Just listen to the songs on Easter. 
Listen closely now to We Three and 
pour your heart into your hands, take 
a large bite.and choke. Want to 
march in the streets? Bash your head
against Till Victory and spit back 
at the Rock'n'Roll Nigger .
Y'know, heroin is a mighty 
powerful drug and I'm-sure there 
isn't anyone, not even William 
Burroughs who fully understands it.
It does however, deserve full and 
complete investigation for its own 
sake. So does Patti Smith, for 
just the same reasons. Let me 
finish with a paragraph of quotes from 
that Los Angeles Times interview:
"Rock'n'Roll is a conspiratoria I 
art / You need people's help / Art and 
freedom belong on the streets, not 
underground. A MODEST FAN
apart from the music. I'm really 
interested in song and not so 
interested in poetry or instrumental 
music. I think that song is a 
separate magical thing of its own," 
said Margret. "Some of my music is 
social comment and some isn't. 
Certainly its social comment in that 
I'm not up there singing for myself 
and about myself, except that I'm a 
member of society. Obviously the 
songs do say something about me 
because I chose to sing them. My aim 
really is to sing for the listeners, 
so that the audience can have the song 
mean something to them because if I'm 
in the audience then I'm not really 
interested in the performer onstage 
singing about themselves unless it 
relates to me. I find it a bit of a 
wank that whole cathartic thing 
onstage where they're singing a sad 
song and the singer is almost shedding 
tears. I think thats dreadful. I 
don't think that art is life, I think 
that art is a distillation from life. 
You select a few elements and just 
using those few elements you can 
suggest and present to the people the 
whole spectrum but you don't have to 
do the whole spectrum there onstage 
for people to catch onto it...."
"Ice" is a semi concept album 
devoting side one to the coming of 
another ice age. "Never underestimate 
the power of this woman" is scrawled 
on the coolly simplistic silver/blue 
cover, and the crystalline nasally 
Roadknight voice lends an appropriate 
sense of foreboding drama to the 
theme through Colin Campbell's "Ice", 
Dave Dallwitz's hauntingly charming 
"Never Quite Catching The Tune" and 
Bill Davis' "Prepare Your Bed For 
Sleeping (The Melting of the Polar 
Ice Caps). Doug Ashdown's "Winter In 
America", J. Clifford's "Another 
Spring", and the sleazy Quincy Jones 
standard "In the Heat of the Night" 
eases and tapers off the theme.
Side two is given over to Taj 
Mahal's "Cakewalk Into Town", and Dory 
Previn's "Did Jesus Have A Baby Sister 
?" among others. The latter song 
especially showcases Magret's defiant 
attitude.
"Did he have a baby sistev?
Could she speak ô ct by and large? 
Or was she told by Mother Mary 
'Ask your brother^ he's in charge 
He's the chiefs he's the whipped 
Dory Previn. cream on the cake" 
With only a minimum of character 
subsitution that song could so easily 
reflect Margret Roadknight.
"Ice" is disappointingly monotonal 
and flat, not at a II with the punch of 
Margret's last release, but multiple 
mixing and remixing and playing the 
producer shuffle would'nt be all good 
for any album. JILLIAN BURT
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Bob Mar ley, the high priest* of 
reggae, is coming to Australia next 
month . Wi th h i s v i st O f
reggae / Jamaican music in Australia 
will undoubtedly increase (as RAM / 
JUKE / Countdown / SKA give it the 
required push). This is probably the 
first of many ..irticles vou will read 
on reggae as the industry gets, behind 
it. It’s rather a sad reflection on 
Australia that it has taken an MOR 
reggae album Iike Martey’s'KAYA to 
make the breakthrough here. For KAYA 
is an album at odds with the roots of 
reggae music, which from the start has 
been a rebel music, a_music-from the 
streets of West.Kingston where vast 
numbers of black Jamaicans live in 
appal I ing squalor and whero the only 
way out of - the ghetto is through the 
music industry.
Its hard to appreciate the social 
conditions of ifliest Kingston tor some 
one living in Australia. I mean 
Australia tor.atl its high unemploy­
ment, inflation rate and multinational 
corporations i , very delinitely a 
first world i.e. Western Capitalisl, 
country. Jamaica on the other hand is 
very definitely a third world.country 
struggling to find its feet after 
three centuri( of colonial rul-;. And 
fpremost In this situgglo arc thr- 
j^fescendants of the black slaves 
transported from-Africa by the British 
fo'work the sugar plantations, W,lth 
|the growth of the population a lot of 
Ithe rural black population have 
.moved from the'Cities lured by the 
promise of riches and dismayed by the 
prospedt ..,̂ 'Tfipencl i ng the r their
lives worKlng in a banana field.
One cannot hope to talk about Black 
-Jamaicans or their music without some 
pTscussion. of Rastafarianism. And any 
Td i.scuss ion of Rastafarian i d^^ust 
start with Marcus Garvey. Garvey was 
a charismatic black preacher- cum 
businessman who founded .the= Univ-ersal 
Negro Improvement Association in the 
late 1910's. The main atm of the 
association was the repatriation of 
blacks to Africa, and-for a Hme 
Garvey was a very influential and 
powerful man. However the forces of 
reaction conspired to do him down and 
he ended his days sas an exile in 
Britain.
Not before be had planted a seed in 
Jamaica though, Garvey prophesied 
that a black-king would be crowned in
Africa who would deliver his people 
from Babylon (suffering). In 1930’ a 
tribal chtef, ca-l led Ras Tafari crowned: 
h i mse T^iiTTgiiB
his titles was Lion of Judah, which 
linked him'-with several biblioa-t 
prophecies of redemption.the Emperor;̂  
who changed his name to Haile 
Selassie, was hat'led as the living 
God: by preachers- in Jamaica and his
. wor sh .lp..par.s..became..known..as.Rasta f .arr'....
ians or Just Rastas,
Rastas believe fna1 1hey arc fh-*
[■■jsf fribes of l•■.rJel sold inte 
s, lavory and j jy fney will rriturn
to Zion, thf-ir rightful hon.r.. The 
bible is th- ii text and ganja 
(MariJuan.-3) is thoii sacramenf.
The creed offers something to 
believe in for the thousands of blacks 
trapped in Jamaicans ghettos, and who 
is to say that, with faith, the Rastas 
will not achieve their :goa;l: --.Africa?
Bob Mar ley was just another country 
boy when he arrived In Kingston at the 
tender age of 14 (he is 33 now). He 
talked his way into a recording studio 
when he was still a long way short of 
;20 and was initiated into the 
mysteries of Rastafarianism about'thevL 
same time. The links between the 
Rastas and-reggae are strong. Reggae 
is a mixture of Rastafarian drumming, 
which traces its origins way L-ack fo 
Africa, American R6t8, ska and rock 
L-lcady (the laf|---'i I w o  being prereggac 
forms of pop music.)
I he first Incarnation of the 
A lilers appeared in luf.5 with Mar ley 
joined by.Bunny Livingston^and Peter 
Tosh. They had a few successful 
singles (singles are the standard 
musical currency in JA - they ai o 
clujaaer to produce and obviouuly 
cheaper to buy than alnums) but 
received very little financial 
return. (Jamaica has a long tradition 
of rip-off record producers and 
manufacturers.) In 1968 the Barrett 
Brothers, Carly and Aston, both 
members- of Lee i d  i y's stud icay:band̂  ̂j:. 
(Each- studio has its own .band 
most of the songs recor^d bypsifin p̂' 
studio), joined the Wailers and Jt is 
from this period that m g ^  of the 
Wai-iers classic songs come, ^Trench 
Town'Rock', 'Them Belly Full But We 
Hungry' and Peter Tosh's stirring
(Stand Up For Your
ightst' ,.g recorded with Lee Perry.
The big break for the Wailers came 
when Chris Blackwell of the then smalt 
Island record company met with the -" 
Wailers l-n London and sent them back 
to Jamaica with money to record an 
album. Marley sent the tapes back to 
London where 61ackweI 1 westernised the 
sound using. British session musicians. 
That album was called 'Catch a Fire' 
and In the Island albums that followed 
'Burnin*' and 'Natty Dread' the 
-Wa-H wi th th-e'ase of
London’s superior recording facilities 
recreating some o f .. 
tracks from their Trench Town days.
Blackwell sen of one of Jairulca'-, 
biggest plantation famliies, gave the 
Wail e rs:,:;a;T|j:;̂^̂  ̂ t hi-
j6-*:Sti®|exten's i ve I y. The 
-j arg^^^^^^ph'c^^ in London
'were obviously supportive, but ...it 
wasn’t long before other people 
especially the British skinheads sat 
up and started to notice this dread 
locked ganja smoking rebel prophet, 
from the Carribean, Reggae, perhaps 
the first Third World Rock, had 
' arrived.
In Jamaica Marley was venerated 
by the people and other musicians who : 
saw him as a trailbla2er for reggae. ' 
And, if nothing else that is his 
achievement that he opened the door 
to the' world stage for a horde of 
Jamaican mus.iclans.
This world exposure obviously 
caused changes in reggae. Whereas 
in Jamaica most of the music played is 
in the recording studio and IIve 
performances are rare (giving rise to 
the elaborate studio and recording -: 
techi'nques of ’dub' , where someone 
iioos wild with tiu; echo and reverb 
knobs while playing a basic melody.
The dub js usually released on the 
i I inside r.f h single anj the 
’straight’ melody on the ’A' side) 
with-world exposure live performance 
became more important.' Once again 
Mario/ led the field r,'.. tno 'Live At 
The Lyceum’ atblim testifies.
Unfortunately from that poin'ts-on 
Marley seemed to lose something. The 
young bucks, Burning Spear, Culture^:' 
and Peter Tosh were making the 
vib^Pf reggae. Afterj^h^^f-I^pt on 
his life during the 1976 Jamaican 
elections he has been living in 
London and nisiaeeerded output'’****̂ **,.. 
'Exodus', 'Rastaman Vibration' and 
’Kaya’ has lost a lot of the 
smouldering anger that was in 
;!V i Ui'rico on Irir-f earlier albums.- The 
Rastafarian mes^l^Sihas. come more to 
th ^^ ^^ , ,eXi|g|{^||'|/^|.’.Exod ■
its a me 1 lower Marley these days.
in a recent interview Marley made
 ̂ on ’Kaya’ - ’’You reach a.
certa-in spot right? In your Journey, 
its like you're driving down the high 
way and you reach a rest place and 
ifSu gg/j|g, and get a cup of coffee, an* 
this if*|hat. Stow down and take it ̂  
easy. ...For the next one we go at it 
really hard cause we gotta make up the i 
energy, make up the distance..,,..*'
in the same interview Marley says 
he hopes that this album wilt interest! 
people who have never really listened 
to' reggae and that once he has their 
interest he can get onto what he 
really wants to say. Fair enough but 
t hope he-carries it out.
Whatever he’s recording i think 
we can be svure that Marley on stage 
win be something pretty special. And 
I hope his supply of ganja gets 
through though,, for he consumes an' 
awful lot of it 'to get him really 
firing, I and I will see you and you 
.^here. RI '?l DONALD ROBERTSON
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L I V E  V B E S) -
Weather
Report
Josef Zawinul, Wayne Shorter and 
their interchangeable collection of 
rhythm players ARE fusion music. 
Weather Report, the eclectically 
titled not quite rock - not 
completely jazz ensemble are touring 
the Australian circuit in July and 
visiting the Adelaide Festival 
Theatre on the 8th of that month.
Josef Zawinul, whose name suggests 
that he should be cloaked in the deep 
purple robes and pointed hat of an 
ancient magician performs his 
wizardry on a Jungle of electronic 
keyboards and has described his 
musical prowess as "sleight of hand." 
He featured in virtually every 
category possible in the Downbeat 
music awards and triumphed in the 
synthesiser section by more than 
doubling the votes of his nearest 
rival. Weather Report collectively 
walked off with the best jazz album 
"Heavy Weather", best jazz group and a 
high ranking in the rock/blues album 
and group sections. They've even had 
an American hit single with Bird I and 
from "Heavy Weather."
Austrian born Zawinul was 
introduced to music through the 
accordian, and played it for several 
years before commencing piano lessons. 
In 1959 he received a scholarship to
study in Boston at Berklee College, 
stayed there a few days then won a job 
with Maynard Ferguson’s band which 
introduced him to Wayne Shorter and 
bassist Miroslav Vitous. Around 1969 
Weather Report was eventually formed.
Wayne Shorter is THE saxophonist in 
the United States, excelling on 
soprano and tenor saxes. Pianist 
Herbie Hancock whom he has been 
involved with through V.S.O.P. 
sessions says of Shorter: "With Wayne, 
you're not just hearing a man playing 
the saxophone. You're hearing a man 
coming through the sound of the horn. 
He's a warm, creative and humorous
SEX PISTOLS
Steve Jones and Paul Cook together 
with great trainer robber Ronnie 
Biggs recorded a song in Rio De 
Janero which originally was to be 
called "God Save The Sex Pistols" 
however, at the eleventh hour at the 
insistence of Malcolm McLaren the 
song has been retitled to "Cosh the 
Driver" which is an obviously sick 
McLaren reference to Train Driver .
Jack Mills who was coshed by Biggs' 
gang and died a vegetable. Subtitled 
"A Punks Dream By Ronald Biggs" it 
includes such lines as "God Save 
Martin Borman" (former top ranking 
Nazi, now suspected of living in South 
America), "God Save The Moors 
Murderers" and also includes the lines 
"God Save the Nazi's on the run, they 
didn't know what they was doin', they 
was only having fun". According to 
our informant who has heard the record 
prior to its release in Britain after 
we went to press, the chorus runs 
something like "Ronald Biggs was doin' 
time and then he did a bunk,'and sold 
his soul for punk". Pretty sick, hey 
what? So McLaren in his desperafe 
attempt to wring further mileage out 
of the Pistols corpse has resorted to
this sort of crap and has the nerve to 
stick it out as Sex Pistols product. 
Perhaps though we should wait to 
reserve our musical judgement as our 
informant says the chorus has a most 
attractive sound entirely in keeping 
with the quality we have come to 
expect from the guifar talent of Mr. 
Jones. Obviously we must stay tuned 
for further developments but we will 
look forward to its Australian ROSS 
release on 'Wizard, won't we? STAPLETON
person, and you experience those 
qualities as he plays." Incredible 
really, because Shorter didn't pick up 
a musical instrument until he was 
sixteen - a second hand clarinet that 
this Grandmother bought him - but 
within a year he was jamming blues 
onstage with Sonny Stitt.
Zawinul credifs Shorter's 
composition "Nefertiti" as being the 
track that turned his head toward what 
he calls "the new mind." It is 
suspected that Zawinul played a much 
larger role in the dynamic explosion 
of rock into jazz with the Miles Davis 
Group than has been accredited him.
Of a 1 I of the jazz rock offspring that 
have sprung from the womb of the Miles 
Davis Group ( and that includes Return 
to Forever, John McLaughlin and Herbie 
Hancock's offerings ), only Weather 
Report have consistently transcended 
the jazzman's frantic riffy funk 
pretensions and indelibly fused 
proportionate amounts of the essence 
of jazz and the essence of rock.
Bassist Jaco Pastorious, who 
replaced Alphonso Johnson in 1976, has 
a similar sort of whizz kid upbringing 
as his fellow Weather Reporters. At 
13, like his father, Pastorious was 
working as a professional drummer. An 
injured arm which never healed 
correctly thwarted his drumming 
aspirations, and he turned to bass. 
Pastorious' unique style undoubtably 
comes from his conceptualization of 
the bass as another guitar, which 
essentially it is. The story is told 
that when Josef Zawinul first heard a 
tape of Jaco Pastorious he soaked in 
the affluence of Jaco's bass lead, and 
then asked him if he also played bass 
guitar. Zawinul had been listening to 
bass!
Weather Report albums are 
innovative AND accessible, with music 
of a deceptive depth that is cool and 
clear and competent and tasteful, an 
instrumental sculpture. Especially 
"Mysterious Traveller" (1974) and 
"Heavy Weather" (1976). There are 
eight Weather Report albums in all, 
including the live Japanese-double set 
which retails in Australia for between 
$20.00 and $50.00, depending on which 
city one res i des in.
Zawinul once stated that : "It is 
not necessary to play garbage in order 
to become popular. In Weather Report 
we are reaching the people on the 
streets. Not the critics, but the 
people. And we don't play down to the 
people ever - we play what we play, & 
for the people to come up there with 
us that is the greatest feeling."
Weather Report refuse to be stuffy 
or overly intellectual, when asked 
when he first started to take music 
seriously, Zawinul washeardto reply, 
"Tomorrow." JILL I AN BURT
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Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic
The Acoustic Foundry & Seeing Ears present 
you with the perfect combination!
THE ACOUSTIC FOUNDRY 
HI-FI SHOP
Bring down your favourite record and hear it as you've 
never heard it before.
On Lux, Denon, Tannoy, J.V.C., Maxell, Krix and many 
other brands.
The Acoustic Foundry also manufacture specialty 
speakers for all uses, be it home, stage or disco.
Open Thursday and Friday nights until 9.00pm.
Sole Agents for KRIX SPEAKER SYSTEMS.
The Acoustic 
Foundry
Sound equipment for 
home and stage use
SeeingEars 
DISCOUNT RECORDS & TAPES
The first complete Discount Record Shop 
in the suburbs.
Garland Jeffreys ■$6:e9. $6.30
Stranglers '$6^09^ $6.30
Bruce Springsteen $6.75
G. Rafferty $6r9SL $6.30
Lou Reed $7.20
Tubes Live "$9:99 $8.99
Last Waltz ■$t7r99 $16.50
Plus over 2,000 LP's at Discount Prices to choose from.
Come and listen to some of your favourite music in front of an 
open fire!
 ̂ 56 King William Rd, Goodwood 71 0276
Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears
122 King William Road, Hyde Park Ph 272 6652 ^
Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic Foundry •  Seeing Ears •  Acoustic
Have you heard
Garland Jeffreys
new album
“One Eyed Jack”
if not get down to
"One - Eyed Jack" is dedicated to Jeffreys childhood 
hero Jackie Robinson.
" It  expresses other dimensions and other sides of my 
personality — Garland Jeffreys.
If you're Into Reggae orientated rock, this album is a 
must. Also his other album "Ghostwriter" both 
produced by David Spinozza, are well worth a listen 
so call into Seeing Ears and treat yourself to some 
good music.
RÊ RDI 
- i-y -r̂
King W illiam Rd. Hyde Park Ph.272 6652  
Another great album from Festival
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STATUS QUO
ROCKERS ROLLIN’
Vertigo 6059 193 
This band is getting old and 
tired. They really ought to 
pack it in. For a song called 
Rockers Roll in, this is a 
pretty piss weak effort.
Same old boogie, same old 
riffs. I wouldn’t mind so 
much i f there was some 
energy involved. Any pep that 
may have been there has been 
reduced to oblivion in the 
studio. I couldn’t even be 
bothered getting up to turn 
the record player off when 
this finished. Such a burst 
of activity would have been 
a betrayal of Staus Quo’s 
logic.
(no stars deserved. I could­
n’t be bothered making the 
effort.)
IWTTI SMITH
BECAUSE THE NIGHT 
Ari sta.
A D.J. recently called Patti 
a "nice bunny" when referring 
to her new "Easter" alburh. I 
couldn’t believe it. Has 
Patti made it into the main­
stream to the point where she 
can be objectified like the 
Ronstadts of this world?
She’d be horrified at the 
thought. Or would she? She’s 
always exuded a very strong 
and proud sexuality.
All this is really away from 
the issue though. The point 
is that once you have jocks 
on the radio leering at you 
you’ve achieved acceptance 
into the mainstream of AM 
rock.
"Because the Night" is clearly 
an attempt at this. Strong, 
commercial, cathcy and ener­
getic, this Springsteen/
Smith song deserves to capt­
ure plenty of airwaves. It 
is a wonderful record, made 
in the tradition of the finesi 
sixties pop with loud choruses 
thumping drums and sensuous 
lyrics.
There is a test 1 have for 
a good pop single: Does it 
make you stamp your foot 
on the accelerator in time 
with the beat when you hear 
it on the car radio. "Because 
the Night" passes the test 
with ease. I must be lucky 
though, I haven’t got a 
speeding ticket yet.
JOHNNY COUGAR
I NEED A LOVER 
WEA WBA 4091 
The beginning of this 
(especially on the longer 
album version) recalls "Sweet 
Jane" from Lou Reed’s "Rock 
and Roll Animal " L.P. That’s 
some recommendation!!
Wailing guitar on top of rock 
solid riffs, powerful stuff. 
It’s a disappointment when 
Johnny begins to sing tho’. 
His voice is just too weak 
to keep pace with the power 
and energy of the music. The 
whole time he is straining 
himself, but doesn’t really 
come"thru.
My suspicions are aroused 
when I see him on Countdown. 
Pretty, fresh face, hair 
cropped fashionably, postured 
movement and looks. This man 
is the commercial world’s 
answer to the new rhythm and 
blues! He’s Graham Parker 
for the kids who find the 
real thing a bit nasty just 
yet. Consequently the whole 
thing sounds like David 
Cassidy recycled with Hunter 
and Wagner in his band and 
Mr. Reed producing.
Sometimes though the more 
contrived side of rock turns 
up things worthwhile. Overall 
this single is one. If power 
and rhythm are what you want 
then "I Need A Lover" can’t 
hurt you.
ROLLING STONES
MISS YOU / FARAWAY EYES 
E.M.I., 11727
Both of these are tracks 
from the new album "Some 
GirIsF. After the disaster 
of "Black and Blue" they 
said there would be no 
d i SCO on this album. 
Nevertheless, "Miss You", 
with its strong, regular 
beat and funky bass line 
would go down well at the 
local disco.
Even though "Miss You" is 
written and produced by 
Jagger-Richards, the 
influence of Ron Wood is 
evident. It is a song 
very reminiscent of Wood’s 
"Now Look" album, especially 
the electric piano lurking 
in the background, and the 
chunky guitar working along 
with the rhythm section.
The whole production has a
muddy fee I like the best 
of Wood’s solo stuff, 
dagger uses his voice well 
here, unlike the posturings 
of "Black and Blue" and 
"Love You Live".
"Faraway Eyes" is an exagger­
ated country song with some 
redneck singing about his 
girl, and Jesus on the radio. 
It’s no "Wild Horses", but 
fun a I I the same.
I’ve learned not to expect 
much from the Stones these 
days so when they come up 
with a single like this its 
a pleasant surprise. Thank 
you, Ron Wood.
***
GERRY RAFFERTY
BAKER STREET
United Artists K 7083.
"Baker Street" is being put 
forward by the D. J . f ratern i ty 
as one of the "classicsof 
’78". In a few years,no doubt 
it will be pIayedalongside 
"Hey Jude" and"MacArthur Park" 
as one of the greats. Do you 
remember ’78?
With this kind of overkill 
we are likely to ignore or 
forget that "Baker Street" 
is a very good single.
The searing sax, alternating 
with quieter acoustic guitar 
and voice form the basis of 
this song. Rafferty’s multi 
tracked harmonies, subtly 
used strings, a quick and 
clean guitar solo, all over­
lay this. The production of 
all this is superb.
Someone told me this is much 
like Al Stewart’s'"Year Of 
The Cat". When you think 
about it, the parallels are 
very evident.
It certainly ain’t rock’n’ 
roll, but it is fine music.
I think I’ll turn off my 
radio for a couple of months 
and just play "Baker St." 
when I want to. Can’t let 
the jocks spoiI it.
NEWS
DIRTY LIES/CHOP CHOP CHOP 
News own label/pressing
By comparison there are some 
bands who use the cruddiest 
of conditions to make records 
that have a point. The latest 
one I’ve heard is this from 
Melbourne band News.
"Dirty Lies" is a rough and
aggressive anti-uranium song. 
The production is pretty dull 
so you probably don’t get to 
hear the band’s full potential 
It’s still a great record tho’ 
- strong, energetic, loud, 
brash, arrogant and political, 
in fact everything good
about the new wave,
***
STRANGLERS
NICE 'N' SLEAZY 
United artists.
I’ve steered clear of the 
Stranglers, since i knew about 
their woman hating attitudes 
and don’t really want any 
part of it. However I thought 
I’d ease myself into the band 
by listening to their new 
single.
I still feel uncomfortable 
about them. The sound is 
greasy, nasty and powerful.
In fact it sounds great to 
me. The band’s postured 
nastiness pisses me off tho’. 
This single contains no 
overt references to beating 
up women as some of their 
past material has. It’s just 
What does the woman’s body 
on the ground in the cover 
picture mean? Is that nice 
’n’sleazy? Has she been 
strangled? There’s no way 
I’ll be convinced by this 
band.
**
MAGAZINE
SHOT BY BOTH SIDES 
Virgin K 7072
I made a bit of a mistake 
last issue - reviewed the 
wrong side of this excellent 
single and canned it. Try 
again.
"Shot By Both Sides" is 
thoroughly convincing 
right from the beginning 
guitar intro. The vocals 
are absolutely right: 
sinister, deep voiced and 
enveloped in power chords 
and piercing guitar. The 
whole thing starts with 
energy, builds to a cymbal- 
smashing peak and finishes 
with the same riff as the 
superb intro. I listened to 
just the beginning of this 
record five times and it 
sounded better each time.
The rest is worth listening 
to as well. Definitely not 
a song to miss.
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UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
PRESENTS
JOHNMARTYN
with special guest
MARGRET ROADKNIGHT
IN CONCERT
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
WEDNESDAY, JULY 12, 8 p.in.
ADELAIDE OPERA THEATRE
(old Her Majestys)
Bookings now open at all Bass Outlets, 
Festival Centre, John Martins — city, Marion,
1^ West Lakes.
^  Tickets $8.40 (inclusive)
~  disc, for students and groups. 21448^
After a break of five years
THE
MOODY
BLUES
Return
With an incredible album
OC1AVE
Begin a Moody’s album 
collection with OCTAVE 
’Cos once you’ve experienced 
this you’ll want all the others
.............
Featuring Hit Single MISS YOU
ro m N G
STONES
The same hysterical peak 
being experienced by live 
audiences in The United States 
You can experience now 
with SOME GIRLS 
The latest Rolling Stones 
Rhythm & Blues - Rock & RolI - 
Power Packed Album 
AVAILABLE NOW
AC/DC 
POW ERAGE 
POWER RAGE
IT DOESN’T MATTER 
HOW YOU SAY IT 
IT MEANS 
AC DC 
POWERAGE
HONEST ROCK & ROLL
IN YOUR FAVOURITE ROCK SHOP
NOW
EMI RECORDS AUSTRAU#1
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dance
present
women's rock band 
Sydney 
on isi July
. 9pm to 1am 
adelaide university union 
games room
unemployed
women on campus f v .  
women's action V I A / ,  
abortiori campaign
from/ /
4
students
3.50
ALL WELCOME 
3 O 0 Z C  INCIUDCD^ workers 5 .00
O  o
SATURDAY NIGHT
"alternative 
rock & other 
goodies..."
7 PM -  1  AM
GINGA MEGGS GIVES 3 GREAT NITES
T H E  T IV O L I
WED
261 PIRIE STREET
5th East End Street Band 
12th East End Street Band 
19th East End Street Band 
26th East End Street Band
THURS
SAT
6th 
1 5th 
20th 
27th
1 st 
8th
1 5th 
22nd 
29th
C lean  C ut 
C lean  C ut 
Young Modern  
C lean  C ut
Young Modern
and Riff Raff
Rum Jungle
and M iddle Class
Two W ay Garden
and Young Charlatans
Rum Jungle
and South C ity Flyers
Young Modern
and Neon Heart
REVOLVER ELECTRONICS
t
2 Way, 3 Way. and ik Way System s
»" Now a v a i l a b l e  T o r  ca s u a l and
perm anent h i r e  o r  pu rch ase
FULL RAiTGE OF SUliE, - SFNNtlEI SLH AMi) „ 
AKG MLCRaPilONl-.S ' • .
FULL -KAR GE O K ../VLl .T h'l  SOT'\ i) -
EQUIPMENT FOK ihi P(/KCjJ.\SE ' ,
O ver TOO bands in  A d e la id e  ;use our 
g e a r ,  e i t h e r  th e y  a r e  d lT  I'jrong o r  
we a re  th e  b e s t
ENOI 1 hV  -  L t l  ON LON -  7 IQ I1 3 8
GROOVE RECORDS
GROOVE RECORDS - PROSPECT 
(FORMERELY B.J. RECORDS)
NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
HELEN AND KIM INVITE 
YOU TO INSPECT THEIR 
RANGE OF RECORDS 
CASSETTES,CARTRIDGES 
AND ACCESSORIES.
perm anent student discount
TOM’S ARCADE 85 PROSPECT ROAD phone 443455
ARKABA ROCK 
Tuesday to Sunday 
Australian Rock at its Best
ph 79 3614
A//AK m o p
ViU)fiSP(\lA20*^ P ^ C O
K))CyV/c^/jT Of A
m jiA vuuKEKm ni^L
disco
the happening place for 78 
top local and interstate bonds 
wine and dine in our piano bar
OPEN 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
111 HINDLEY STREET P h o n e ; 5 1  3 0 3 6
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,GARLAND JEFFREYS
ONf EYED JACK 3rucQ......Springsteo: 
’Darkness on the “Idge ,of.?own
GARLAND JEFFERIES
One Eyed Jack
A&M thru Festival L 36574
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Darkness On The Edge of Town 
CBS 35318
DAVID JOHANSEN
Solo Album
Blue Sky thru CBS in July
At the culmination of Lou 
Reed's Street Hassle Bruce 
Springsteen monotones "... 
tramps like us were born to 
play" - just before Lou in 
similar strains of desper­
ation sings "love is gone 
away and there's nothing 
left to say, but oh how I 
miss him babeeee..." 
Springsteen's Darkness On 
The Edge Of Town makes you 
glad he plays rock'n'roll, 
because, as a friend remark­
ed, if he wasn't born to 
play his pent up aggression 
would have him out in the 
streets with a machine gun 
-creating re-runs of Taxi- 
driver. Thirty months after 
Born To Run was released 
Mike Appel is gone and 
Springsteen creates an album 
of grim, desperate rock'n' 
roll - his street kids are a 
few years older - the 
innocent and idealistic good 
are gone and in Some­
thing in the Night he sings 
"When we found the things we 
loved/ they were crushed and 
dying in the dirt/ we tried 
to pick up the pieces/ And 
get away without getting 
hurt/ But they caught us at 
the State Line/ and burned 
our cars in one last fight/ 
And left us running burned 
and blind/ Chasing something 
in the night." He knows 
that:"You're born with 
nothing/ and better off that 
way/ Soon as you've -got some­
thing they send/ someone to 
try to take it away." Every 
song should be quoted 
completely - magnificent 
sagas of uncertainty, 
inevitable hard times and 
an unflagging belief in the 
promised land. Tales driven 
along by the hottest rock'n' 
roll band in the world. In 
a year of great albums the 
master proves the others 
sti1 I have a long way to go. 
On the cover Springsteen 
looks Iike a cross between a 
graduated Dustin Hoffman and
a hustler from John Rechy's 
City of the Night - unlike 
past times: "1 live now, 
only with strangers/ 1 talk 
to only strangers/ I walk 
with angels that have no 
place/ Streets of Fire."
If Springsteen's made the 
best album so far then ex 
New York Dolls singer David 
Johansen's made the runner 
up. An album of tough love 
songs - reqiems for the loss 
of a woman apd a rock'n'roll 
band - Johansen's wife left 
him and the Dolls didn't 
last. His band contains 
people who know how to play 
tough and know what Johansen 
means when he yells "lets 
rock". Scarlet Rivera plays 
some fiery violin on Lonely 
Tenement, and Donna, where 
Johansen pleads for the 
return of his lost love:
"So won't you just come on 
back/ and sing for me one 
more song/^ with your guitars 
playing perfectly/ and your 
drummer pound!ng strong..." 
Johansen is a determined 
album - he's down and he's 
gonna come back stronger - 
nevertheless there's pain in 
his heart and it HURTS.
Which leads to Garland 
Jeffries who's third album 
is so disappointing it hurts 
His second Ghost Writer was 
a collection of magnificent 
songs played tastefully but 
One Eyed Jack the smultzy 
production from David Spin- 
ozza puts Jeffries danger­
ously close to Billy Joel 
territory - he usually 
writes great lyrics but 
sings them like he's more 
interested in the band. If 
I was giving star ratings, 
Springsteen and Johansen get 
6 out of 5 and Jeffries 3 
out of 5. STUART COUPE
ZEN & OTHER JOYS
MUSIC FOR ZEN MEDITATION AND 
OTHER JOYS
Verve Collectors Classics
2232052
Music bamboo plant the 
Swedish green chaise lounge, 
the green, glad accountants.
LARRY BUTTROSE
PIRATES
OUT OF THEIR SKULLS 
WEA BSK 3155
STRANGLERS
BLACK AND WHITE 
Festival L 35618
VIBRATORS
THE VIBRATORS 
C.B.S. elps 3894
GENERATION X
GENERATION X 
Festival L 36577
Wei I here it is, the 
second wave of the British 
New Wave. Except that 
these artists, all who were 
in or close to the front 
line in the British Punk 
Explosion of early 1977 are 
not new any more. They've 
been around a while and 
presumably had the chance to 
think about what they're 
doing and where they want to 
go.
The Pirates were one of 
the pre-Beatles British 
bands and were playing flat 
out rhythm and blues before 
most of the '77 punks were 
even born. When Dr Feelgood 
emerged onto the London Pub 
scene in 1975 it seemed 
like the cycle had come 
round again to R&B and the 
Feel goods were the first to 
acknowledge their debt to 
the Pirates. In fact it was 
Wilko Johnson, the Feelgoods 
guitarist, who persauded the 
Pirates to reform initially 
for a one off gig. The 
response they got was so 
good that they decided to 
carry on. This is their 
first album for 15 years, 
but they haven't forgotten 
how to deliver the goods. 
Check out the liner notes 
for more details on the band 
The music is no nonsense R&B 
done by the guys who were 
doing it way back when.
These guys are pros!
The Stranglers new album 
is a joy. Always THE 
musical punks they have 
dispensed entirely with the 
nauseous sexist lyrics. The 
adverse criticism in the 
rock press must have sunk in. 
On this album they're 
singing songs about tanks & 
the young lads who drive 
them, the Russian invasion 
of Britain (Westminster is 
razed to the ground / the
Government has fled to 
Scotland today), Sweden (Too 
much time to think / Too 
little to do / Cos its all 
quiet on the Eastern Front), 
Tokyo, (where they manufact­
ure time). Its a menacing 
album but what is good is 
that perception of the 
menace is now seen to be 
coming from society not from 
Woman. Whether their stark 
vision will prove to gain 
them fans I don't know. 
Musically the album is 
excellent with Dave Green­
field's swirling organ as 
usual well to the fore, and 
Jean Jacques Burnel and Jet 
Black laying down an 
industrious beat. They've 
attempted something more 
complex with the arrange­
ments too, and it comes off 
A mature work.
I'm afraid I can't say 
the same about the 
Vibrators. They do every­
thing competently, but they 
aren't really saying any­
thing new or breaking any 
new ground. The cover is 
quite interesting - a 
Dadesque conglomeration of 
faces, dots, 50's ads, cars 
and sandwiches. There are 
some good catchy numbers, 
'Automatic Lover’ in partic- 
ular, but I can't hel p 
feeling that the Vibrators 
aren't really into what they 
're singing about. Anyway I 
think that Riff Raff do it 
better. Euro punk'for non 
punks.
I like Generation X. They 
play fast catchy pop tunes, 
lotsa speed and melody.
Billy Idol has a distinctive 
vocal style, all important 
in these days of mass media 
overkill. Why aren't all 
the teenagers of today going 
ape over these amazing pop 
bands like we all did in the 
sixties over the Who, the 
Small Faces, the Yardbirds & 
the Troggs? Have they a I I 
been so brainwashed that 
they don't know how to get 
excited anymore? Or maybe 
that they just aren't 
a I lowed to hear them? I 
want to hear this album 
blasting out at every 
teenage party in Adelaide. I 
want to see people dancing 
(and I don't mean doing the 
automatic disco trot). This 
is music to shake your head 
to, to jump up and down to.
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to get pissed to, to shake 
some action to.’Ready, Steady, 
Go’ the single from this 
album should be number 1 on 
the charts. it’s a celeb­
ration of everything thats 
good rock’n’pop; it beats 
along. It’s got a catchy 
chorus and it’s got a 
thinking lyric. Generation 
X are the youngest band in 
this group of four and with 
the hordes of powerpop 
purveyors surfacing in 
England, are right there in 
the new new wave front line. 
England swings!
DONALD ROBERTSON
RUTLES
THE RUTLES 
Warner Bros HS3151
This record will appeal 
to the geriatric nostalgia 
mongers from the sixties who 
don’t mind their idols being 
smashed. It’s a very clever 
reconstruction of the
history of the Beatles from 
their early rocker days in 
the Liverpool of the fifties 
to their post acid haze of 
the late sixties. It’s the 
brain child of that grand
old man of farce Eric Idle 
from the Pythons, and it has 
the collaboration of Neil 
Innes (ex Bonzo Dog), Mick 
dagger and George Harrison 
h i mseIf.
The four Rutles - Dirk 
McQuickly, Ron Nasty, Stig 
O ’Hara, and Barry Worn 
(Barrington Womble) - have 
been very well cast for 
voice similarities with the 
original four, and the music
is actually tighter in 
places than the music it 
tries to re-evoke - not very 
hard when you re listen to 
the early Beatles. The 
record starts out we I I on
side one with imitations of 
the Beatles early stuff (see 
"Ouch" for "Help"), and 
moves into its logical 
climax on side two with take 
offs of their acid extrav­
agances. "Nevertheless" is
a good example of Harrison’s 
"Within You, Without You", 
and "Piggy In The Middle" is 
a funny version of "I Am the 
Walrus". The record comes 
out on the Rutles own label 
- Banana.
The pictorial history of 
the Rutles that goes with 
the record is as funny as 
the music. It relives the 
controversies that surrounded 
the famous four as they 
played their lives through 
the sixties, complete with 
record covers, magazine 
portraits of 1965 style 
groupies, and newspaper 
clippings (Nasty says Rutles 
Greater than God..etc). The 
0 so Tragic"death" (he goes 
off to Australia to become a 
teacher) of Leggy
Mountbatten, their upper- 
class-twit manager (i.e.
Brian Epstein) is well 
documented, as is the Rutles 
propensity for sipping that 
illegal beverage tea.
The record is a spin off 
from a ninety minute t.v. 
special called ’All You Need 
Is Cash’, recently shown in 
America, where, as the 
original Beatles themselves 
found out, the cash is to be 
had.
If you’ve got the cash, 
and can remember the sixties 
in any detail, then the 
record is probably worth 
buying as a keepsake, 
although you probably won’t 
play it more than once a 
year.
DONNA MAEGRAITH
GEORGE 
THOROGOOD 
& THE DESTROYERS
Self Titled 
Stockade S 108
Rounder records is a small 
high quality independent 
blues/folk label in the 
United States. It’s 
entirely appropriate that 
Australia’s similarly 
intentioned Eureka label
should have won the Aust. 
distribution of this album.
George and the Destroyers 
aren’t punk - although it’d 
be a great name for a punk 
band - they play mean, dirty 
gritty and gravelly blues 
that owes more than some 
debt to rock’n’roll. George 
Thorogood is a white 
electric bluesman, playing 
snarling economical guitar 
and slide and blues harp,
backed only by a bassist, 
drummer and occasional 2nd 
guitarist. His own fierce 
composition "Delaware Blues" 
is a standout slab of modern
blues along with his other 
original material - slotted 
confidently between Elmore 
James and John Lee Hooker 
mater1 a 1. 1s th i s the
future of modern blues?
JILL IAN BURT
MATCHBOX
SI ightly Troppo
APG Records thru Festival
L 36579
Its good to see a new Match 
box album out. There’s 
some noteworthy news concern 
ing the release of thetr 5th 
album, something about 
computerised mixing.
Produced by former'bassman 
lunatic Dave Flett, Slightly 
Troppo covers much more 
ground than any other Match 
box album.
SIi ghtIy I ess po1i t i caI 
than their more contemporary 
works, juicy chunks of social 
social comment, satire and 
good be bop fun, stiI I
prevail. Instrumentation 
has broadened too, with a 
neat rhythm end, great-horn 
section and newly acquired 
mood sympathiser.
Predictably Matchbox have 
included several digs, like 
Lowest Common Denominator an 
excellent version of a disco 
song with all the right 
funky feels and Never Mind 
The Scallops, a high energy
punk rager that sounds better 
better than the real thing!
Automation and Victim of 
Circumstance provide social 
comment percentage, but the 
inclusion of Home is 
strangely out of context 
with the rest of the album.
The dwindling Jazz content is 
is featured with a great 
version of Fats Waller’s 
The Joint Is Jumping and an 
odd little ritz song called 
Slumming (On Park Avenue).
The single lifted from the 
album Sleep is the closest 
thing I’ve heard to that 
classic song My Canary, and 
shows only too well where 
the mainstream of the bands 
music lies. The rest of the
album features stage favour 
ites Chiropodist Shop (Shoe 
Shoe), Gearshift Shuffle, 
Airmail Special and Sloppy 
Drunk but tend to just blend 
into mediocrity, mainly I 
think due to the production.
Computerised mixing has 
given Troppo a real even mix
as it should 1 suppose, but 
once again hasn’t been able 
to make up for the live feel 
lost from a Matchbox 
performance. Slightly 
Troppo has good content and 
in parts is extremely 
interesting but really 
doesn’t shed any light 
on continuing direction the 
band wiI I take. The next 
a I bum w iI I on Iy teI I I 
suppose.
ROD
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iPROFESSIONAL SOUND REINFORCEMENH
f l T O  HTRE— SALES
fzli.Mrf.ligauss
V E C A M M I
niJSIG
on/urr RECQBI)S. 
R K H /IIQ W  
RU\CUE ST.
WRM SOUND SYSTEMS
12’ CI ARK£  STREET N 0 R WOJl 0, S. A. 5 06 7
'phone 33 2 1516
The latest in Iccal releases & 
IMPOCTS f  L.S.A. &  L .r . 
PEI3S0NAL CCDTCS T/4I\CN 
fCC IMPCETS
MUSICAL HIRE SERVICE
Pty. Ltd.
HIRE OR BUY
THE LARGEST HIRE SERVICES
Amplifiers, Microphones autid Electric 
Guitars* Also Sales of Fender, Gibson 
Ibanez, Epiphone and Aria Guitars,
SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR WORK
231 WAYMUUTH STREET ADELAIDE ph 5 1 3 5 7 5
INTERNATIONAL CONCERT REPS FOR
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CENTRAL BOOKING AGENCY
The Raul Dainty Corporation 
Australian Concert Entertainment 
Evans Gudinski & Associates 
Grandman Audio 
Frank Cox
MANAGEMENT REPS FOR
tomlin * - scandal 
morpheus
ENTERTAINMENT CONSULTANTS TELEPHONE: 267 1871
BOB LOTT*ROBBIE ROBERTSON*CHRIS PLII*1I*IER*30HN LOGAN*CHUBBY CARLINI
MUSIC
REHEARSAL ROOMS 
for baiKls at 
reasonable rates
MALLTOWN RECORDS
RUNDLE ARCADE 
BEHIND D.j’s.
for modern music
LOCATED BETWEEN B.B.Q. INN 
AND ROYAL OAK,,.good eat places
enquiries & bookings drop in 2 0 2  HINDLEYSt
or phone Jan  3567202
CALIBRE would like to congratulate 
Derringers Music on the opening of 
their new shop and wish them well 
for the future....
DISCOUNT ALL TOP L.P.s AND  
CASSETTES PERl^IANENTLY AS
LISTED BY 5.^C.A..........
including the new Bryan 
Ferry album.
rifmik hair
NORTHERN PERSONNEL
F ir s t  F lo o r  
M a llto w n
Security Staff for. Hotels 
' , ’ 0
. Discotheques 
" Functions etc.
P H . 22:1 702 :i Nick Santarelli Phone: 2602864 6 - 8 pm 
Laszio Majoros
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